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Calendar
sundays
Gay Recreational Activities
Committee (GRAC). Swimming at Lindemann
Center (Staniford St./Gov't Ctr.). Men and
women. 2-4pm.
Boston, MA - Gay Recreational Activities
Committee (GRAC). Roller skating. Hatch
Shell, Esplanade. Men and women. Call
282-9181 for info.
Boston, MA Chiltern Men's Basketball.
Lindemann Center (Gov't Ctr.). Beginners
3-4:30pm;
experienced
4:30-6pm.
Info:
227-6167.
Boston, MA - Closet Space (WCAS, AM 740).
Join Joe Martin and guests for fascinating
raps, music etc. 10am.
Boston, MA -

Unitarian Universalist Gays
and Lesbians open discussion : Gripes about
the gay lifestyle. Clarke Rm, Arlington St.
Church, 355 Boylston. 7:15pm.
Newburyport, MA ~ Newspace Women's Cof
teahouse. 8-11pm. YWCA, 13 Market St.
New York, NY - Lesbian Feminist Liberation.
Women's discussion. Women's Center, 243
W. 20th St. 691-5460. 3pm.
New York, NY - Men's rap. For gay and bisexual men. Identity House, 544 6th Ave.
243-8181. 2:30pm.
New York, NY - Rainbow Society. Deaf gay
meeting. Manhattan Community Center, 75
Morton St. 2nd Sunday of the month. 2pm.
755-1426.
. New York, NY - Dyke Anarchists meet. 339
Lafayette St, 7pm.
New York, NY - Gay People in Health Care.
Meeting. Third Sunday. St. Vincent's Hospital,
7th Ave and 12th St, ROO!l) 207, 7:30pm. 4991453. (Mon-Fri, 6-10pm).
Concord, NH - NH Coalition of Lesbians and
Gay Men. 1st Sun. of the month, 1-5pm. Statewide political action group. Info: 224-7027.
Boston, MA -

mondays
Gay Light Support Group for
high school and college age women who are,
or are considering being, lesbians. Arlington
St. Church, 355 Boylston. 7-9pm. Join us for
raps, projects and outings.
Cambridge, MA - LUNA (Lesbians United for
Non-nuclear Action). Women's Ed. Ctr., 46
Pleasant. 354-8807. 7-10pm.
Boston, MA -

coming events

Brattleboro,, VT Southern Vermont Gay
Men meet every 4th Monday at the Common
Ground, 25 Elliot St. 7:30pm.
New Brunswick, NJ - 'Gaybreak,' from Rutgers U. {WRSU-FM, 88.7). 6:30pm. News,
music, Interviews, poetry.
Morristown, NJ ..:. Gay Activist Alliance In
Morris County (GAAMC). Meetings, discussions, socials. Morristown Unitarian, Normandy Heights Rd. 762-6217. (NJ Gay Switchboard: (609)921-2565.
New York, NY - WBAI (99.5FM) The Lesbian
Show. 10pm. 279-0707.
New York, NY - St. Mark's Clinic. General
health care for gay men Including VD services. 44 St. Mark's Pl. 533-9500. 6-10pm. Call
after 5:30pm for appt.
Naw York, NY - Lesbian Feminist Llb.eration.
Meeting. Women's Center, 243 W 20th St.
691-5460. 7:30pm.
Naw York, NY - Comlte Homosexual Latinoamericano. Meeting for men and women. 8pm.
339 Lafayette St. 677-0237.
New York, NY NY Gay Community
Marching Band. Rehearsal. 7-10pm at
Medusa's Revenge, 10 Bleecker St. Info: 741 5800. Musicians, twirlers, etc. No auditions.
New York, NY - NYC Garmen's chorus rehearsal. 7:30pm. Church o the Beloved Disciple, 348 W. 14th St. 691-3414. All men
welcome.

~fuesdays

Daughters of Billtls potluck supper and bingo. Bring food to share. $1
contribution. Old Cambridge Baptist Church,
1151 Mass Ave. 6pm. All women welcome.

·

ClearSpace Community Center
Is forming a general gay, bisexual discussion
and friendship group. Orientation meeting information, call Jim at 731-6619 after 6. Keep
trying_.
_
_
__
Cambridge, MA - Lesbian Task Force of th;
Boston chapter of N.O.W. will meet at 99
Bishop Richard Allen Dr. (near Central Sq.),
1_6~~ 5~omen welcome. For more Info
-Bosi'o-n, MA - BU Gaya~d- Lesbian Legar
Assoc. presents Attorney John Ward speaking on 'Defending Gays in Criminal Proceed-,
ings.' BU Law School, Room 532. 7:30pm. All
are welcome.
Cambridge, MA .:. Lesbian Task Force of
NOW general meeting. 99 Bishop Allen Drive,
at 6:30pm. Call 661-6015 for more Info.
Boston, MA -

~;i?~~

22-tues
Boston, MA - FIRST GCN MEMBERSHIP
MEETING OF THE DECADE! (We'll do Just
about anything to get attention I) At the office,
22 Bromfield St. (2nd floor), near Park St. sta
tlon. Open to all Interested.

OUT HERE! Evening rap group
organized by and for lesbian and gay youth
·14-21 years old. Arlington St. Church, 355
Boylston, 7-9pm. Join us to meet and talk
about our lives.
Boston, MA - Gay Recreational Activities
Committee (GRAC). Volleyball. Lindemann
Center (Staniford St./Gov't Ctr.) Men and
women. 8-10pm.
Boston, MA - Project Place Hotline, drop-in
counseling, mobile crisis van, need volunteers. Training provided, 6-7pm. 32 Rutland St.
Info: 262-3740.
Cambridge, MA - ·Open meetings to organize
a women's political party. C~mbrldge
Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St. 7pm. All
women invited. For Info call 876-0704.
Bellows Falls, VT The Coffee House.
Southern Vermont Lesbian's/Gay Men's Coalition. 7-11pm at the Andrews Inn, on the
Square. Refreshments, music, poetry. For Info
call Kevin 387-GAYS.
New York, NY- WBAI (99.5FM) Gay Rap.
279-0707.
Naw York, NY - Chelsea Gay Association.
Meets last Wednesday of the month. Coffeehouse. Call 691-0057 for info.
New York, NY - Gay Teachers Assoc. members meet (1st Wed.) and rap group (3rd Wed.).
Info: 255-5969 or 499-1060.
New Brunswick, NJ - Rutgers· Gay Alliance
meets at the Student Center, Room 413. Free
and open to non-students. 8pm. Speakers and
social hour. For -Info call (201) 932-7886.
Maplewood, NJ - Org. for Gay Awareness.
1st, 3rd, & 5th Weds. 8:30pm. Call (201)
746-6196 for Info.

thu;sdays

Salem, MA ~forth Shore Gay Alliance
(NSGA). "Passlr,g gay rights legislation : a vic-:
tory we can't afford to win.', a talk by David
Newton on the politics of Gay Liberation.
Salem St. Col. Library function room . 7:30pm.
·
Call 927-2605 for-further info.

Cambridge, MA -

Jan 2i mon

wednesdays
Boston, MA -

ClearSpace rap groups: Living
as a lesbian woman, Gay Male experience,
Bisexual groups, Women's Issues. Second
Tuesdays. Arlington St. Church, 355 Boylston,
8pm .
Cambridge, MA Daughters of Bilitis.
Organization for women. Discussion group.
Old Cambridge Baptist Church, 1131 Mass,
Ave. 8pm. Call 661-3633 for info on all DOB'
'activities.
·
'Boston, MA Gay Way radio program.
(WBUR, 90.9FM) Join co-hosts Ann Maguire
1 Boston, MA - GCN proofreading and layout
and David Socia and their guests. 8:30pm.
(basically cutting and pas.ting with a little beer
New York, NY - Alcoholics Anonymous for
and pretzels on the side). No e;:perience
Gay Men and Women. Gracie Square Hosp,
necessary. We'll leech you all you need to
420 E 76th St. 473-6200. 7:30 and 8:30pm.
. know! Proofreading begins 5-ish end layout
6-ish.
22 Bromfield St. (near Park St and WashNew York, NY - Coalition for Lesbian and
ington St subway stops), 2nd floor. 426-4469.
Gay Rights. Meetings on alternate Tuesdays.
156 5th Ave Room 505. 924-2970.
· Cambridge, MA - Daughters of Billtls. Organization for women. Discussions and social
White Plains, NY - Westchester Gay Men's
hour. Old Cambridge Baptist Church, 1151
Assoc. Weekly rap session and social. 8-1 pm.
Mass.
Ave. 8pm. Call 661-36;33 for info on all
255 Grove St. Call WGMA Gay Hotline any
DOB activities.
evening 8-11pm: (914) 428-4922.
Boston, MA -

1

Jan 20 sun

Philadelphia, PA - Gay and Bi Married Men;s
Group. Gay Community Center, 326 Kater St.
8pm.
.

23wed
Mass Gay Pollllcal Caucus will
meet at Somewhere, 295 Franklin St. 7:15pm.
All Interested persons are welcome. Call
242-3544 for more Info.
Cambridge, MA - Boston NOW 99 Bishop
Richard Allen Drive, Is sponsoring a program/
discussion: "Families of the '80s: Who are
they? Alternatives: Gay and Lesbian Parents".
7:30pm. Men and women welcome.
New York, NY - Gay Opinion Forum. Arthur
Bell Rattles Old and New Skeletons. Church
of the Beloved Disciple, 348 W. 14th St.
8:30pm. Social and refreshments follow.
Donation. S2.
Boston, MA -

24 thurs

Cambridge, MA - Lesbian/Gay Community
Meeting on "Violence". Have you ever been
attacked because you're leablan or gay? Do
you know someone who has been? Come to
talk about our experlencea with violence and
what we can do about It! Old Cambridge 'Baptist Church, 1151 Masa Ave., Harvard Sq.
7:45pm. Signed for the hearing Impaired.
New York, NY West Side Discussion
Group. Wally Hoffman of the Gay Activists Alliance (GAA) will lead a topics-from-the-floor'
discussion. Unisex. 26 Ninth Ave. 8:30pm. $2
donation.
.
·

25 frl
Boston, MA - Help send out GCN to subscribers. Come anytime after 8 for a few hours
or more to help put Iha paper In envelopes and

send It out. Men and women welcome. Re-

freshments and good tlmea. Coma and meet
some nice people. 22 Bromfield, 2nd floor
(near the Park St. station).
Boston, MA - Chiltern Mt. Club. Beginners

snow-shoeing, cross-country skiing, winter
photography. East Barnet, Vermont. Call Roy
at 864-5770 x2577 or Dee at 266-2147 for details.

26 sat

Freestyle: Liberating Jill
and Jack in the classroom. A workshop for
middle-grade teachers to introduce strategies
for non-sexist education. For info call
491-5188.

Cambridge, MA -

Hikln' Dykes. Roller Skating
party. Call Cathy at 724-7591 eves for details.
Open House at Gay Youth.
Poetry readings, live music, art work, refreshments. 29 W. 21st St. 2nd fl. 1-4pm. $2 donation requested, not required.

·N ew York, NY -

New York, NY -

27 sun

Lesbian and Gay Folkdanclng. Phillips Brooks House in Harvard Yard.
12:30°3:30pm. Newcomers are very welcome!
Newburyport, MA - New Space coffeehouse
and entertainment. Christina Olsen, traditional folk and blues music. YWCA, 13 Market St.
Cali 744-4471 for more Info. All women welcome. No alcohol.

Cambridge, MA -

Cambridge, MA - Lesbians with children,
' Support group. 8-10pm. Cambridge Women's
Center, 46 Pleasant St. 354-8807.
Cambrld9e, MA Lesbian Liberation.
7:30-8pm munchies; 8-tOpm discussion. Cambridge Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St.
354-8807.
Somervllle, MA - Lesbian support group for
younger women in Somerville. 7:30pm at the
Somerville Women's Center, 38 Union Square
(second floor over laundromat). For info call
623-9340.
New York, NY - Gay Activists Alliance regular meeting at 339 Lafayette St. (near
Houston). 8:30pm. All are welcome!
New York, NY - Salsa Soul Sisters (Third
world gay women). Washington Square
Methodist Church, 133 W 4th St. Luvenic1.
982-6280. 7:30pm.
·

fridays
Boston, MA - Come to GCN office, 22 Bromfield (near Park St. subway st9p), 2nd floor,
anytime after 5 for as long or as short as you
Ilka (until about 11pm) to help send the paper

out to subscribers. (There are LOTS of them
and we do need help!) Refreshments and
good times. Men and women welcome.
426-4469.
'Musically Speaking' with
Boston, MA -

Melanie Berzon. Women's radio program:
Jazz, R&B, women's music, ideas, events information. 1-4pm on WMBR (88.1 FM) Call
494--881Q for input.
Boston, MA - Chiltern Men's Swimming.
6-7pm over 40 only; 7-9pm all ages. Lindemann
Center (near Gov't Ctr). Info 227-6167.
Cambridge, MA - Daughters of Bilitis. Over
35 rap group . at Old Cambridge Baptist .
Church, 1151 Mass. Ave. 8pm. (4th Friday and
2nd Wednesday of each month).
New Bedford, MA - Support Group for gay
women meets at Women's Center, 15 Chestnut St. 7pm. 996-3341 .
Cambridge, MA - Frenz and Luvvers potluck
· dinner and social every 2nd Friday (Oct-May).
Bpm-midnight. lnf.o: P.O. Box 0·14, Boston, MA.
02123.
/

saturdays
Boston, MA - Out Here! for lesbians and gay
youth 14-21 meets from noon to 5pm at the
Arlington St. Chu'rch, 355 Boylston . Join us
for outings, raps and projects.
·
Ne~ York, NY - Gay Youth rap group. 26 9th
'Ave. 1pm. 242-1212.
·

28 mon

Lesbian Feminist Liberation.
General meeting. Newcomers welcome. 243
W. 20th St. 8pm. For more info call 691-5460.
New York, NY -

, 29 tues
Boston, MA - Phil Donahue Show. Ariadne
Kane will talk about cross-dressing, androgeny and transsexualism. 10:30am. Channel 5.
New York, NY West Side Discussion

6

~~~u~iv•~~om~et1 ~~t::c~i~eomg~tl~~~~~~ft~~
Forces." A discussion for lesbians. All
women welcome. 26 Ninth Ave. 8:30pm.

30wed

Fitchburg, MA - Montachusett Gay Alliance.
Meeting at LUK Center, 99 Day St. 8pm. Newcomers are very welcome. Come and bring a
friend.

feb i frl

Greenv/1/e, NH - "Nurturing Men: A Weekend
Gathering" will take place on Feb. 1-3 at
Another Place, Rt. 123. Participants will look
at patterns of competition and new ways of
becoming closer through physical activities
0

=~~11~61~ui~~ 7~ir~ll~~~dsc~~n(sl~h~:~~i~ra1
need). For more info call (617) 776-2217 (as
soon as possible!).
Bosto11, MA - Chiltern Mountain Club. Winter Carnival weekend in Quebec City, Canada.
Call Josh at 726-8650 for more Info.
Boston, MA - Chiltern Mountain Club. White
Mountains snowshoeing weekend. Call Roy at
864-5770 ext. 2577 for more info.

The deadline for Calendar Items is Tu·esday at noon for the following Issue. .
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'No joking matter'

Christian Right Gears Up
For Attacks on Gay Rights
WASHINGTON, DC - The
Gay Rights National Lobby ,
(GRNL) has announced that a
new fund-raising campaign has
been launched by the anti-gay
lobby Christian Voice. Using what
GRNL termed "strident and offensive language," the lobby has
called upon "concerned ChrisMark Schwartz photo tians" to flood the Congress with
As lesbians and gay men and their supporters marched in support of letters stating opposition to HR
AB-1, a counter-demonstration was organized .by fundamentalists 2074, the national lesbian/gay
civil rights bill now in the House
Christian groups.
of Representatives.
<;hristian Voice cited both the'
Oct. 14 National March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay
Rights and the record number of
co-sponsors (53) of HR 2074 as
reasons for the organization of its
first massive letter-writing camMany people left, but about 3,000 paign to the Congress on this
By John Kyper
A stayed until the end of the hour issue. Rev. Robert Grant, spokesSACRAMENTO, CA drenched but enthusiastic crowd, and a half long rally. Although person for Christian Voice, said,
estimated by police at up to 7,000, entertainment was somewhat ab- · "If homosexuals can impress
marched and rallied during an in- breviated because of the weather, Congress with 100,000 marchers,
termittent winter storm that the San Francisco Lesbian Chorus then we must impress Congress
dumped over an inch of rain on and a gay men's chorus per- with 500,000 letters from conthe California capital city on Sun- formed, as well as Casselberry and cerned Christians." He went on to
day, Jan: 13. Participants had Dupree, Meg Christian,· and state that "Gary Jarmin [the
come from all over the state to Theresa Trull.
Florence Kennedy and Troy
demonstrate and lobby for the
passage of Assembly Bill 1 and Perry opened. the rally with brief
Senate Bills 3 and 18, which would speeches. They were followed by
extend the Fair Employment Prac- the bills' authors, Assemblytices Act to prohibit employment person Art Agnos (D-SF) and
discrimination on the basis of sex- Senators David Roberti (D-LA)
and Milton Marks (R-SF).Aidel
ual orientation.
The march included large con- Gray Davis read a statement from
tingents from San Francisco, Los Governor Jerry Brown. Assem~
Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose, blyman Willie Brown (D-SF),
Compiled by Maida Tilchen
and Alameda County, and con- author of the 1975 Consenting
NEW YORK, NY - A new
tingents from many rural areas, Adult law decriminalizing homoincluding Humboldt, Amador, sexual acts, cautioned the demon- movie portraying a lesbian as a
Sutter, and Yuba Counties. strators to expect a long struggle: psychotic killer who terrorizes a
Marchers assembled at mid- "The Consenting Adult law hap- straight woman will be protested
morning under overcast skies. pened because you lobbied for it by several lesbian, gay and feminist groups after it opens in New
They were accompanied by several for six years."
Sari Francisco Supervisor Harry York City on Jan. 18. The movie,
bands. Shortly after the march got
underway it began to rain, grow- Britt made the same point in the Windows, is produced by Uriited
ing in intensity as the march closing passages of his speech: Artists, the same company re· wound along its one and a half "We're going to have to march in sponsible for Cruising. It stars
mile route through downtown the rain again. We're going to Eli?:abeth Ashley and Talia Shire
Sacramento to the Capitol. The have to sit in a lot of rooms with a · and was announced by a full-page
march stretched for 17 blocks. lot of politicians. We're perhaps advertisement in the New York
FfW deserted for shelter. Instead, even going to have to go to jail Times that showed a woman holdthe downpour served to increase before we achieve what we're ing a knife to the neck of another
the marchers' enthusiasm.
looking for. ... " , Sobrina Sou- woman, with the caption, "someThe heavy rain continued for journer, a San Francisco activist, body loves Emily ... too much."
Representatives from the Namost of the rally on Capitol Mall, declared her anger that "we're
turning the ground to mud. The here to ask the state legislature for tional Association of Lesbian and
sound of the rain and the use of our rights.· We need to tell them Gay Filmmakers and the National
bullhorns instead of a sound that if they don't pass protective Gay Task Force have been alContinue.d on Page 7 lowed to attend an advance
system made listening difficult.
screening of the film. They gave
GCN the following summary of
the plot: Elizabeth Ashley plays
the lesbian. She is so in love with
Talia Shire, her best friend, that
she arranges for a man to rape
Shire, hoping that the incident will
drive Shire into her arms. This
fails to work, but Ashley tape records the rape and constantly
plays the tape in order to arouse
The group, which is open to herself, often reciting the rapist's ·
By Harry Scott
NEW YORK, NY - Over f9rty anyone '' seriously concerned role along with the tape. She sets
lesbians and gay men gathered about Black and Third World . up a telescope which allows her to
Jan. 7 at the MCC-Triangle issues . . . regardless of race," spy on Shire constantly. Shire is
Center in New York for the first . lists five main
objectives: portrayed as a stupid and timid
meeting of the New York Coali- "1';Provide anlongoing support woman who persists in thinking
tion of Black/Third World Les- system to Black/Third World that Ashley has no more than a
bians and Gays. Emotions ran Gays in the New York City area; friendly interest in her. In her efhigh as old and new friends met, 2) Offer alternative social outlets forts to manipulate Shire, Ashley
remembered .the October national geared toward the Black/Third kills a few men and freezes Shire's
conference in Washington that world Gay communities; 3) cat in a refrigerator .. In the final
was the motivating force behind Provide a forum for dealing with scene, Ashley lures Shire to her
the formation of the New York Black and Third World issues; 4) apartment, terrorizing her by
group, and shared their hopes and Offer services to meet the needs of playing the tape and re-enacting
their reasons for coming out. All Black and Third World Gay the rape with the same knife used
on hand agreed that the creation communities; and 5) Seek to raise by the rapist. Meanwhile a male
of a space for third world gays, the consciousness of Black and detective who loves Shire waits
and an organization to meet their Third World Lesbians and Gay outside. Finally Ashley has a
specific needs, was "long over- men on the issue of racial pride complete mental breakdown and
due.•~
Continued on Page 7 begins to play out both of .the

Gays Converge
on Sacramento

Christian Voice Legislative Director who once worked for Rev. Sun
Myung Moon] has stressed to me
again that we are not generating
enough volume of mail to Congress to be successful in our legislative battles.''
Second lobby starts up
A second Christian lobby, the

Moral Majority, headed by Rev. ·
Jerry Falwell, has begun its operations on Capitol Hill with what
GRNL termed "strong anti-gay
attacks." In the December issue
of the Moral Majority Report, the
group states (with reference to HR
2074), "It is commonly known
that some militant homosexuals
will use their positions as teachers
to recruit and convince others an activity which will be in direct
opposition to the moral beliefs of
many parents."
It also states, "Therefore, if
this bill is passed, it will set a precedent for our society. Imagine
giving child molesters and rapists
special preference in the law because they too have a bizarre sexual preference." The Moral

Majority Report called upon its .
90,000 readers to write members
of Congress. GRNL speculates
that the readers of the Report are
"apparently mostly pastors who
are expected to pass the message
on to their congregations.''
-Steve Endean, Executive Director of GRNL and the group's
lobbyist on Capitol Hill, said, "It
is easy to laugh at the outrageous, .
preposterous statements in these
appeals, bu·t Christian Voice and
the Moral Majority have the ability to deliver on their threats of
constituent letters, and that's just
· no joking matter. To our knowledge, this is their first major attempt to generate constituent mail
to Congress. If it is successful
(and their lists are massive), such a
massive influx of mail could badly
distort a Congressperson's perception of public sentiment on the
issue, have a chilling effect on our
progress, and encourage negative
amendments · to various non-related bills on the floor of both the
House and the Senate."

Protest planned·Jor opening

United Artists Releases
Anti-Lesbian Film in NYC

Third World Lesbians
And Gay Men Meet In
New York Qty Center

roles on the tape, both the rapist
and the victim. Shire escapes and
tells the detective, "She kept saying, 'I love you, I love you'," to
which he replies, ''Well, maybe in
her own way she did love you:."
Lucia Valeska of the National

Gay Task Force viewed the film
and told GCN, "The outstanding
thing I came away ~ith was that it
is so bad. It's sort of your basic
tired old psychopathic sex maniac
looking for a victim plot and if
Continued on Page 7
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M•wsMotes
quote of the week

plan now for gay jubilee

hyde amendment stricken down

NEW YORK, NY - In a 642-page opinion, Federal District Court Judge John F. Dooling, Jr., declared the controversial Hyde Amendment unconstitutional on Jan. 15. The Hyde Amendment severely
restricted Federal funding of abortions for poor
women by prohibiting the use of Medicaid funds for
such purposes. Dooling ordered that Federal officials
resume authorizing the expenditure of Medicaid
funds to finance "medically necessary abortions provided by duly certified providers.''
The United States Justice Department has already filed an appeal of Dooling's, decision. If the rulromney says moral perverts abuse era
ing is upheld, however, it will apply across the nation
due
to the fact that the challenge to the Hyde AmendSALT LAKE CITY, UT George
Romney
former governor of Michigan, fornier presidential can- ment was filed as a class action suit on behalf of
didate, retired president of American Motors, and a women nationally. A detailed story will appear in next
prominent member of the Mormon Church, has · week's GCN.
lashed out at the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) in a
women play with a full deck
letter to the Deseret News .
. NEW YORK, NY - Famous women are featured
The ERA might be less offensive, said Romney,
in three new card games to appear on the commercial if it were not intended to support "perverted and black gay men to meet in atlanta
market, "Foremothers," "Founders and Firsts," and improper sexual conduct" and not intended to elimiATLANTA, GA - The first national conference
"Poets and Writers .." The wild card in each deck is nate "needed protection against the abuse of for black gay men, "Man's Work," will be held in
Gertrude Stein.
women.'' Romney, who once claimed that he was Atlanta Feb. 15-17 for the purpose of "establishing a
"brainwashed" by U.S. generals in Vietnam, said the viable national network by and for black gay men that
ERA would "legitimize" homosexuality. He alleged will address and serve the needs of black gay men
lesbians to congregate in binghamton
that at an international women's year meeting last and the black community at large," according to
BINGHAMTON, NY - The Organizing Commit- year, "lesbians and the homosexuals and the moral organizers.
tee for the New York State Lesbian Conference has perverts [cited the ERA] as a means of eliminating
The conference will include consciousnessissued a call for help in the interest of building a suc- any basis of moral criticism."
raising seminars, organizational planning sessions
cessful event. The conference is scheduled for April
by cities and states, and a keynote speaker. Work18-20.
shops are scheduled in the areas of communications,
The committee said that workshop and group lesbian library moves to lesbian land
education, senior gays, legal defense, political
leaders are neeged, as are suggestions for topics of
impacting, prisoners, religion, sexism, and the arts.
HUNTINGTON, MA - The New Alexandria Lesdiscussion. Names are solicited for a mailing list, and bian Library, which has been collecting,_ recording,
The conference is open to all interested blac~
the organizers are particuiarly interested in newly and preserving the expression of lesbian life since gay men for a registration fee of $25 ($20 if men preformed groups and in women who live in rural areas. 1974 , has recently moved to a farm in western register). A train has been chartered to carry conferAdvertisers are needed for the program, which will Mas~achusetts which has been owned and occupi~d ence participants to Atlanta from Boston and East
· include a directory of lesbian resqurces in New York by lesbians for ten years. After having been located in Coast centers. For additional information,· contact
·
State; Resource listings are free.
. Chicago for the past five years, the library will con- Greg Worthy; c/o Atlanta Gay Center, P.O. Box 13723,
Correspondence should be addressed to Confer- tinue to serve as a national archives with a focus on Atlanta GA 30324, or call (404) 876-5372.
ence, c/o Women's Center, P.O Box 354, Binghamton, the collection and preservation of the varied experiNY 13902..The-number to call for information is (607) ences of lesbian lives and cultures.
722-3629 Mondays, 7-9 p.m.
All lesbians are encouraged to make submis- gayway adds a new host
..
sions to the library and to visit it. For information,
BOSTON, MA - GayWay, a radio program for
contact the New Alexandria Library, P.O. Box 111, lesbians and gay men which airs each Tuesday at
gay youth program gets funding ·
Huntington, MA 01050.
8:30 p.m. on WBUR-FM, 90.9, has added a new host to
NEW YORK, NY - Gay and Young, a Youth Aid
its .schedule. Demian, a cultural worker in the visual
and Advocacy Program, will receive funding in the
- amount of $35,000 through the New York State Divisi- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - : - - : - - - - - . and perfoming arts with a background of four years of
producing public affairs radio programming, will host
on of Youth. In addition, $5,00'0 is being granted aclu appeals lesbian custody ruling
- RICHMOND, VA - Attorneys for "Jane Doe," a the program the third Tuesday of each month. Cothrough ~he New York City Youth Board. Gay and
Young is the first such group to be funded by the city lesbian mother, have appealed - to the Virginia hosts Ann Maguire and David Socia will continue to
host the program on other Tuesdays. Demian plans to
and the state; nationally, it is the only gay youth Supreme Court to overr.ule a lower court ruling which
produce a magazine format program using news, edigroup funded directly through . its own not-for-profit denied her custody rights to her8-year old son, Jack.
corporation. Gay and Young is receiving indirect The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) said the torials, poetry, interviews, non-sexist music, and
funding from the Department of Health, Education lower court erred in granting custody to Jack's father theatrical eve~ts.
and the woman he married without the consent of the
and Welfare thmugh a sub-contract.
.
A drop-in center for gay people under the age of· boy's mother.
In a brief filed in the· proceedings, the ACLU
21 is due· to open around Jan. 15 at the Church of the
town meeting scheduled
- Good Shepherd, 240 E. 31st St., to be open from 10 declared, "No showing was made in the court belqw
a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday. Rap groups and a disco- that the continuation of the relationship between
CAMBRIDGE, MA Have you ever been
theque will operate on Saturdays from 1-4 p.m. In Jack and Jane Doe would be detrimental to his wellattacked for being lesbian or gay? There will be a
addition, the Center will offer peer counseling, job being ..- ."
Lesbian/Gay Community Meeting on Thurs., Jan. 24,
· counseling, and other services. Gay people over 21
for people to talk about their experiences with this.
will be able to avail themselves of the counseling sertype of violence and what can be done about it. This
information sought in murder case
vices on .an appointment basis.
meeting is the third in an ongoing series of public
For information about the program call (212)'424NEW YORK, NY - Robert Fuller, 41, was found
gatherings in the Boston area where lesbians and gay
3020.
dead in the bedroom of his Greenwich Village townmen can discuss topical issues. It will be held at the
house on Dec. 26. He was naked, and one bullet had
Old Cambridge Baptist Church, 1151 Massachusetts
penetrated the right side of his neck. His living quarAve. in Harvard Square at 7:45 p.m. The meeting will
kuiper comes to worcester
ters had been ransacked. Police reported there were
be
,signed for the hearing impaired, and assistance
WORCESTER, MA - Rev. Johannes W. Kuiper is no signs of forced entry.
will be available for people in wheelchairs. Bring a
the new Interim Pastor/Worship Coordinator of the.
Fuller had commuted between his home and his
pillow to sit on - . chair seating is limited.
Metropolitan
Community
Church
(MCC)
of place of employment in Stamford (CT). He was last
Refreshments will be available. For more inforWorcester. Kuiper, who was born and raised in the seen leaving his home around 9 p.m. on Dec. 25. Any
mation, call the Lesbian and Gay Hotline, MondayNetherlands, made national headllnes last year when person having information on his whereabouts or his
Friday, 6 p.m.-midnight, at (617) 426-9371.
he came out as a gay man and was challenged by the activities between that time and the time of his death
Greene County (NY) Family Court on the issue of the is asked to contact the Sixth Squad Homicide Diviadoption of his son, Alden.
gay people ·meet the governor
sion of the New York City police department at (212)
A naturalized American citizen, Kuiper served 741-4842.
.
HONOLULU, HI Repres,entatives of civil
the (Dutch) Reformed Church in America from 1970
rights, community, and religious groups and labor
until January 1979. Upon his coming out in March of
unions met for an hour on Jan. 3 with Hawaii Govlast year, he was defrocked by a lower judicatory of officials said to use "guide service"
ernor Ariyoshi ·to seek his support for gay rights legisthe Reformed Church. Kuiper is appealing that
NEW ORLEANS; LA - Ray Thomas Woodall, a lation. The delegation consisted of 17 persons . .
action, and a hearing on the subject has been
former scoutmaster now in prison for his'role in a Boy
.William E. Woods, Executive Director of the
scheduled for the Albany (NY) area in May.
Scout sex case, said recently that a U.S. Senator and Sexual Identity Center and the spokesperson for the
two members of the U.S. House of Representatives delegation; presented Ariyosi with four prepared
were among persons who patronized a gay "tour requests: "to present support for legislation to end
inmate must serve time before surgery guide service." Woodall, who was convicted in 1977 discrimination
against gay people; to support such
WILMINGTON, · DE Superior Court Judge and sentenced to 75 years in prison, made the allega- . legislation with his staff and cabinet; to introduce the
Joseph J. Longobardi has ordered an inmate of the tions in a letter obtained by the New Orleans Times non-discrimination legislation through his adminisDelaware Correctional Center, Anthony Lee (Diane) Picayune. He did not name the politicians.
trative package to the legislature; and to issue an
Cannon, to serve out a two-and,a-half year sentence
"There were some congressmen,'' Woodall said. executive order prol)ibiting discrimination against
before undergoing surgery to complete a sex-change. "There was a Senator involved. Almost the entire gay people in state employment, effective
Cannon, who began taking female hormones after he hierarchy of one of the states as far as the top politi- immediately."
escaped from the prison facility, has complained that cal posts [was involved]."
Ariyoshi reportedly reiterated his support for all
he Is not receiving enough of the hormones since he
The "tour guide service" was used to escort civil rights, including the rights of lesbians and gay
was recaptured and returned to the facllity, claiming clients to gay bars and gathering places. It was estab- men, stating that he would meet with his cabinet to
that he suffers from headaches, nausea, and pain. lished in 1973 and functioned until WoodalPs arrest determine how his administration could best respond
Longobardi said Cannon must serve out th/e time to in 1976. Mo~t of the guides, he said, were gay adults. to the requests. The group expressed the feeling that
which he has been senten~ed on charges of escape, Lewis S. Sialle, a former f rlend of Woodall and a state this meeting "marked a significant step towards
assault, and theft. Cannon was originally incar- witness at his trial, said the services moved from achievement of human rights for Hawaii's gay
cerated after a conviction for prostitution.
using adults to employing boys.
people.''
I

" ...To blink at the facts as the American Psychiatric Association [APA] has done and deny that
[homosexuality] is a sickness does a great disservice
to homosexuals. It tells them they are well when they
are wracked with Pain [sic] and tension. The APA
made a political decision, not a psychiatric one. What
could be more foolish than taking a vote on whether
or not homosexuality i,s a sickness? Either there are
criteria for illness or there aren't. The association
succumbed to pressure and demonstrated the general lack of proper criteria for evaluating what is and is
not neurosis.'·'
--Arthur Janov, Ph.D., Editor-in-Chief of the Primal
Institute Newsletter, writing in an article entitled
"Homosexuality and the APA" which appeared in a
. recent edition of the newsletter.

BOSTON, MA - Members of an ad hoc committee to plan lesbian and gay participation in Jubilee
350, the city-sponsored celebration of Boston's 350th
birthday, conferred on Jan. 15 with Michael Wasserman, Performing Arts Coordinator for the Mayor's office, at a meeting arranged by Robin Maccormack at
City Hall. Input from the lesbian and gay community
will be sought at the Lesbian and Gay Town Meeting
on Jan. 24 at the Old Cambridge Baptist Church near
Harvard Square.
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Head of Gay Caucus
Lashes Out at AP A

Compiled by Bennett Klein
NEW YORK, NY - Dr. Frank
Rundle, President of the Gay
Caucus of Members of the American
Psychiatric
Association
(GCMAPA), has lambasted the
AP A for laxity in following a 1973
resolution which removed homosexuality from the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders and called for full legal
protection of gays. In an editorial
in the Fall (1979) GCMAP A
newsletter, Rundle stated that
"the governing hierarchy of the
AP A has been resolute only in
avoiding its obvious responsibility
to implement the resolution. It has
not launched a public education
campaign, it has not offered
official buttressing of the position
stated in the media, it has not
addressed the issue of legislation
which incorporated the outmoded
view of homosexuality as a
disease; it did not even, within its
- own organization, make any
attempt t:o implement the unassailably just statements made in
the resolution." He claims the
AP A faults have been "mainly
inaction."
Rundle expressed deep disappointment that the APA Programming Committee for the 1980
convention in San Francisco has
rejected a major lecture on homosexuality by Dr. Judd Marmor.
Marmor, a professor of psychiatry
_at USC, past AP A president, and
editor of Homosexual Behavior A Modern Reappraisal (to be

published this month by Basic
Books), is considered a pioneer in
changing clinical practices with
regard to gay people.
Noting that the theme for this
year's convention is "To love and
to work," Rundle told GCN that
"if the AP A had any concern
about fully exploring that theme,
it would have had to include
something about homosexual
life." When David Kessler, president-elect of the Gay Caucus, proposed the lecture to Program
Chair Alan Beigel, he was told
that such lectures were planned
years in advance and that Marmor
had lectured at the '79 convention
in Chicago. Rundle's editorial re.sponse to the rejection was: "Can
we be expected to believe that this
is the real reason?" According to
Rundle, at a time of strong antigay backlash, "Where is the
AP A? It is in the closet."
Rundle also charges that the
AP A dragged its feet in alloting
space for the OCMAP A exhibit at
last year's convention. He informed GCN that the Scientific
. Exhibit Committee had initially
denied space to the Gay Caucus
because it was a political rather
than a scientific group. The group
was then promised "alternative
space" along with Amnesty International and the Committee on
Women. GCMAP A finally received space behind an eight-foot
pillar. Rundle commented that "I
cannot arrive at any other conclu-

John Tobin Photo

Testimony was · proferred at a Nov. 19 hearing before the Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee
Policy by (from left) Don Knutson, Executive Director of Gay Rights Advocates; Lucia Valeska and Charles
F. Brydon, Co-Executive Directors of the National Gay Task Force; Dr. John Spiegel, past president of the
American Psychiatric Association; former INS Commissioner Leonel Castillo; Rev. Troy Perry, founder of
the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches; and Stanley Rebultan, brother of a Filipina
lesbian who has been denied entrance to the United States by INS.

News Commentary

What's Going On with the
Immigration System Here?

By Dan Daniel
Michigan in late August as they from their agency heads.
The recent decision by the U.S.
attempted to enter this country to
On Oct. 15, 1979, the situation
Department of Justice, based on a attend· the Michigan Women's was further complicated by the
recommendation by its Office of Music Festival. Women and men issuance of an order by Secretary
Legal Counsel, to continue to ex- alleged by INS officials to be of State Cyrus Vance "to all diclude lesbian and gay aliens from homosexual have been detained plomatic and consular posts" here
this country has escalated and and harassed at entry points in and abroad. While Vance adconfused the battle over Amer- New York, Washington, Minne- mitted that the PHS decision was
Cont in ued on Page 6 ica's immigration policies which
sota, and San Francisco since that "reflective of the current Judghas raged since last summer. time. It appears that, when PHS ments of the most influential and
Whereas initially it was only the and INS decided they had no legiti- recognized health professionals
province of the Immigration and mate basis for compliance with and organizations in the U.S.," he
Naturalization Service (INS), in what has been termed a "congres- nonetheless ordered that, "from
conjuction with the U.S. Public sional mandate'' to exclude les- this date on, the resolution of the
Health Service (PHS), to exclude bian and gay aliens, INS border issue of homosexuality, which
lesbian and gay male aliens, the officials began to act independent- may result in determination of
WASHINGTON , DC - U.S. out that "discrimination against controversy has- succeeded in in- ly, continuing the pattern of such ineligibility . . . must be made
Congressperson Robert T. Matsui gays in employment has been of volving the State Department and exclusions in spite of directives
Continued on Page 7
(D-CA) has become the fifty-third particular concern." He said that the Justice Department as well.
member of Congress to co- gay people usually encounter Even Secretary of State Cyrus _
sponsor HR 2074, the Waxman- difficulties in employment only Vance has gotten involved.
Weiss Bill, which seeks to amend after they have been hired for a Dates from 1952
the Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and job "since gay people can and
The basis for excluding persons
1968 to prohibit discrimination often do hide their sexual orienta- on the basis of their sexual preferagainst lesbians and gay men. The tion." According to the Gay ence can be found in the ImmigraBy Maida Tilchen
unique service needs of this popubill seeks to prohibit discrimina- Rights National Lobby, which has tion and Nationality Act of 1952,
BOSTON, MA Eric E. lation. I will do my best to advotion on the basis of sexual orien- worked extensively on the promo- also known as the McCarren- Rofes, gay activist and GCN fea- cate
for the needs of all children'
tation in the areas of housing, tion of congressional support for W alter Act. The time of its pas- tures writer, has been appointed and
youth and particularly lesbian
employment, public facilities, and HR 2074, studies indicate that 16 sage was the time of Joe McCar- to the Harbor Area Citizens' Ad- and
gay youth in the areas of
programs which receive federal percent of all lesbians and gay thy, a time when lesbians and gay ·visory Board for the new adoption,
protective services, and
assistance.
men encounter difficulties in em- men were considered - by medi- Massachusetts Department of foster home placement. I am
"It has been twelve years since ployment, and nine percent lose cal and lay people alike - sick, Social Services. He will be one of excited
_to see gay people being
the enactment of the Civil Rights jobs solely because of their sexual deviant, an unhealthy influence . .. 21 appointees who will be deterappointed to all kinds of governAct," Matsui said, "and yet num- preference .
The phrase in the Act which was mining needs and plans for the ment boards, but I am most
. erous classes of American,S, inOutside of the Congress, the used to exclude persons suspected agency, which will provide impressed that Commissioner
cluding gays, are still fighting to W axm·an-W eiss Bill has received of being lesbians or gay men was services for troubled children and
Mary England would appoint a
be freed from unwarranted and the endorsement of the American "persons afflicted with psycho- youths
and
their
families, gay person to a youth-servicing
arbitrary discrimination. The time Civil
Liberties
Union,
the pathic personality.'' In 1965, the including adoptions, day care, board."
is long overdue to provide the National Council of Churches, the Act was amended to include a fur- foster care, and protective services
Robin Maccormack, Mayor
necessary legal safeguards for gay American Psychiatric Associa- -ther basis for exclusion: "sexual in child abuse situations. Rofes is
Kevin White's liaison to Boston's
people in Sacramento [Matsui re- tion, the American Federation of deviation."
an openly gay teacher and co- 1gay community, told GCN that
presents the Third Congressional Teachers, the United Church of
In light of declarations by na- director of the Fayerweather the appointment of Rofes is "of
District, which includes Sacra- Christ, the National Federation of tionally prominent medical organ- Street School in Cambridge. He tremendous
importance to both
mento], as well as the estimated Priests' Councils, the National izations - among them the Amer- has been involved in several
youth the Department of Social Services
twenty million nationally.''
Organization for Women, and the ican Psychiatric Association concerns groups including the and to the lesbian and gay com:.
In a press release issued by his American Public Health Associa- that homosexuality would no Massachusetts Committee
for munity. Whenever we've got a
office, Matsui wet)t on to point tion.
longer be considered a mental ill- Children and Youth and -the chance we've got to get in on
ness or a form of deviant sexual Committee for Gay Youth. He decision-making
processes.
behavior ,the PHS annou need last has also led · workshops and Decisions are going to be made
August that it could no longer per- written extensively on youth anyway, and they've got to be
form the requisite certifications of concerns.
made with our input. I am r~ally
suspected homosexuals who were
There will be 40 area Citizens' enthused
about
Eric's
detained for probable exclusion Advisory Boards overseeing the qualifications, and this is a clear
by INS. Within two weeks, the Department of Social Services, recognition of his work with
INS followed suit. _Then INS which will assume the social youth, beyond any iss11e of
Commissioner . Leonel Castillo service functions of the Public sexuality_.''
stated that if PHS would not per- Welfare Department as of July 1.
State Representative Barney
form its duties of certification, his _T he boards will assess needs, plan Frank told GCN that "I'm deagency could not legally detain policy, and approve budgeting lighted. I think it is a sign of great
persons whom border guards sus- decisions. Other appointees to the " maturity that people recognize the
pected of being lesbian or gay. board will represent other minor- contribution he can make. It
Similarly, such persons could not ity interests, such as those of ought to be just routine to have
legally be excluded from the Hispanic children.
people representative of all interUnited States: they would be
Rofes told GCN, "I hope that ested segments of the community,
"paroled" into the country pend- my appointment to this board will but ten years ago this wouldn't
ing resolution of the dilemma.
be the start of the acknowledge- have happened. Eric is very knowAdam Craig photo Incidents continue
ment of the needs of lesbian and ledgeable about the problems
U.S. Reps. Ted Weiss (D-NY) (I) and Henry Waxman (D-CA) (c), the
In spite of the fact that all U.S. gay youth by the state human young people face, not just those
original sponsors of HR 2074, as they appeared at an awards dinner in border outposts were reportedly services department. All youth of gay young
people. He teaches
New York City on Nov. 29, 1979. At right is Margot Karle, president of notified of this decision, hundreds agencies and _ programs in this predominantly
straight young
Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc., which hosted the of Canadian women were har- state work with young people who people." ·
event for the third year.
assed by U.S. border guards in are gay and yet have ignored the
Continued on Page 7
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Gay Teacher Named to
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Dear Friends It was a real pleasure to have GCN back after
its one-week vacation absence. Even one week
without GCN makes me realize how important it
is to me. I hope o~hers feel the same way.
I am writing to comment on Allen Young's
letter in the 1/12/80 GCN. I agree that GCN
should pay its writers. Moreover, I am certain
GCN is eagerly awaiting the day it will have
enough money to pay its writers, ·as well as to pay
its staff members the living wages they deserve,
to rent less cramped quarters, to hire more
people, etcetera.
What's the point? The point is that GCN is not
a very wealthy organization. More to the point,
GCN is not some monolithic thing that hangs
over us, some "brooding omnipresence'' under
which we exist. GCN is our voice, our thing, our
gay community newspaper. Just as the name
states. If GCN is to get better (to continue getting
better as it has done so remarkably over the
years), so that it can have more staff, pay living
wages, and all the rest, it will require not so much
a decision on the part of the managing board as
continued and increased support on the part of
the entire community.
In other words, it is not GCN that is unwilling
to pay its writers, but rather the gay community
as a whole. It is not . GCN that underpays its
staff, but the gay community as a whole. With an
estimated IO to .20 percent of the population ·
being gay, however one defines that term, it is
nothing less than a scandal how undersupported
the gay media are by the gay community. With
no shortage of dollars to pay for watered-down
drinks at the bars and di~cos, it is all the gay
community ciyi do to scrape up the bucks for its
newspapers and magazines.
Well, you get wqat you pay for. More
importantly, you rarely get what you are unwilling to pay for. If the gay community wants its
own news reporting media, it had better be
willing to pay for them. Allen Young's suggestion is a fitting and proper one. It is a suggestion,
however, that would be better addressed not to
GCN but to the entire gay community.
Gayly yours,
Bob Schwartz
Charlotteville, VA
Dears,
I would like the community to judge my situation with regard to the bar, Somewhere, purportedly a "women's" bar.
Last July 4, I unfortunately fired off teargas in
the men's room at Somewhere. I had been celebrating by firing off blanks, and had reloaded
my starter pistol for the walk home. After a few
drinks, I forgot the gun was loaded with tear gas
and fired it off in a moment of jovial stupidity as
I was relaxing in the men's room. No one else
was in the room at the time, but imagine my
chagrin when a cloud of tear gas drifted around
me and I realized my error.
When the noxious odor was detected by the
staff, I apologized and explained my error. Ann
Maguire, the manager, very understandably,
banned me from the bar for six months. But
after waiting out the six month exile, I retm:ned
to Somewhere on Jan. 4, only to be insulted,
bullied and told I could consider myself banned
for five years, in other words, forever.
As a gay woman, this leaves me very little
leeway in my social activitie~, since our options
are few to begin with. I resent Maguire's
reneging on our original agreement without
explanation. I was insulted and my acdons were
called "inhuman." In other words, an armed
woman is less than human (having rejected the
role of passive victim). On the very night of my
confrontation with Maguire, I was followed
from Washington Station all the way to
Somewhere by five drunken men howling for
"cunt." Wome_n have been raped and beaten in
the ·area, and arming ourselves is a proof of our
self-love and our readiness to defend our sisters.
It's time we iesbians stop oppressing each other.
Fondly,
Marcia W omongold
Boston, MA
Anne Maguire responds: It is intere_sting to me
that someone who makes a career of fighting
pornography because it may encourage violence
against women endangers women herself. It
seems ironic that Marcia Womongold becomes
angry when steps are taken to prevent another
such incident.

tears

blue in the face

Dear Readers,
I have said this until I am blue in the face, but
I will continue to say it as long as it is necessary,
"INTEGRITY/Houston is not a religious organization!" INTEGRITY /Houston is not now, nor
has it ever been affiliated with the Episcopal
Integrity organization.
INTEGRITY /Houston was founded in 1970
as a social/service group for gays and our
friends. Unfortunately, in 1974 a group of gay
Episcopalians decided to form a group within
their church and decided to call it "Integrity".
INTEGRITY /Houston was the original "Integrity", however.
Houston does have an Episcopal organization,
but it is called Episcopal Integrity.
So, to all of you that have said that you
weren't
interested
in
Jommg
INTEGRITY /Houston because you thought that
we were a religious group, we want to invite you
to attend one of our new member orientation sessions that are held on the 3rd Thursday of each
month at 7:30p.m. at 3405 Mulberry. At this
meeting, which lasts only an hour, you will be
given background information on INTEGRITY/
Houston's purpose, and shown a slide history of
the group. After this meeting you are eligible to
become a member of Texas' oldest active gay
organization.
Yours rruly,
Richard Burkhart
Secretary, INTEGRITY /Houston
Houston, TX

clearly
DearGCN,
I have just read the article "How to Spot a
Homosexual" by Gregg Howe in the December
22nd issue. I know it is a pamphlet to be published by The Department of Immigration. I
would like to ask where do they get their information? I as one gay do not like them saying that
all Nazis and homosexuals are one and the same.
Where do they get off by saying, "let this agency
assure it's employees that a government which
has developed the means by which all life forms
on this planet can be efficiently destroyed will
not fail in this most imperative endeavor?" Are
they saying here that all gays should be destroyed? I think that an ·gays should unite and
~rite to their congressmen and object to this outrageous discrimination against gays everywhere.
This is clearly bigoted and biased thinking as well
as homophobia.
Sincerely yours,
·
Lawrence Shirley
Atascadero, CA
Editor's Note: Lest there by any doubt, Gregg
Howe~s piece, "How to Spot a Homosexual,"
was intended to be humorous.

hard times
DearGCN,
Many things have I been called in my life but never a "conservative" in the manner in
which your excellant writer, Mr. John Kyper,
referred to me in the article "San Francisco
Elections." Whil~ I did so enjoy the article, it
was just as slanted as the writings in the "Other
Voice" papers here in town. And truly, gentle
people, The Crusader can be called "radical,"
"erratic," etc., but please, in heaven's name,
don't compare us to the Manchester paper. I
don't think they have our kind of coverage.
It's time I opposed "a gay supervisor," for I
want to halt the fast-growing ''ghetto mentality"
which Britt and others are helping to establish,
and your articles only help this evil. Dear
Persons, "ghettoism" is a sickness and can only
oppress homosexual people. We are in a dangerous time in our city - the election of Mayor
Feinstein heralds the beginning of a "standard of
morality," which she will impose upon us. Please
believe me, for hard times are upon us.
We need a gay to be elected citywide - not in
a tiny little ghetto area. Citywide only will prove
we have "gay power." I am afraid that you all
don't really comprehend what the facts really
are!
Thanks,
Ray Broshear-s
San Francisco Crusader
San Francisco, CA

appreciation

Dear Editors, ,
We at the Lesbian/Gay Hotline would like to
take this opportunity ·to express our thanks and
-appreciation to our many friends throughout the
community. Without your contributions of time,
energy, and finances we would not exist.
Special thanks to Buddies, The Delivery
Entrance, The Paradise ,Cafe, GCN, Esplanade
and to the thousands of people who have called
us this year.
This has been a year of rapid growth for the
Hotline. We began the year with a staff of 23,
including 40Jo women. Presently we have a staff
of 63 with 240Jo women. We recently changed our
name from Boston Gay Hotline to Lesbian and
Gay Hotline to enable us to serve more people.
The word "Lesbian" is added to make people
more aware that we serve women as well as men

and the word "Boston" is dropped because of
the geographical limitation it implies, as the
Hotline serves the entire Northeastern region.
We are constantly looking for qualified volunteers to staff the phones. We also need people for
the support staff to help with mailings, benefits,
etc. Anyone who is interested in volunteering
and/or being put on the mailing list or would like
more information may contact us at 426-9371
Monday-Friday 6pm-midnight or write: Boston
Hotline Services, P.O. 2009, Boston, Mass.
02106. We will attempt to keep you informed of
growth, changes, and new projects in 1980.
Sincerely,

robin
DearGCNAs a lesbian who was quite dubious when
Mayor White appointed a white gay man as his
liaison to the gay community, I have been very
pleased with Robin MacCormack's work on behalf of lesbians and gay men ii\ Boston. This was
brought home most recently when I saw him
appear on television on New England Today this
past Monday.
I was very proud to be represented by this
man. He was both sensitive and articulate and
spoke with great conviction and with an underlying gentleness. He made no pretenses about
speaking for all of us, but was careful to insist
that our community is diverse and cannot be
represented by one person. He consistently
brought attention to the fact that women are a
part of the community by using "lesbian and
gay" rather than just "gay" and also did not
make the mistake most men make by saying
"women and other minorities" (women are the
majority) but said "women and minorities."
These are small points but they meant a lot to
me.
The issues he talked about - violence in the
community, media exploitation, and the presidential election, were covered superficially, but
the time restraints imposed by the show were at
fault, not Mr. Maccormack. I was delighted that
the person who represents us in City Hall acknowledged the importance of grass roots organizing - the March on Washington, ad hoc organizing committees, GCN - and understands
how movements of the people, however chaotic
and volatile they might seem at times, are ultimately responsible for presidential candidates
having to take stands on lesbian and gay issues,
increased media coverage, and even Mr. MacCormack's job. We are fortunate to have ~
person in City Hall who believes in and works in
consort with our hardcore movement activists.
Other cities are not as fortunate and their gay
public officials become separate from/ different
than/more respectable than/better than the
movement force that propelled them into public·
office.
Sincerely,
H.M.T.

Brighton, MA
P.S. I'm sorry I can't sign my name, but 1 am a
lesbian mother and this'll cause problems.

discrimination
Dear GCN,
I share Arthur D. Shattuck's . outrage (see
"Community Voices," GCN, Vol. 7, No. 25)
over the discrimination practiced by several of
the gay bars in Boston. Because of my outrage I
am amazed that Mr. Shattuck did not mention in
his letter the names of the establishmentshecritiized. Unfortunately,these places will not change
their policies ''merely'' because of the immorality, illegality, and outrageousness of the
policies; they may, however, take some action if
people complain or take their business elsewhere.
The first step is to publicize (through GCN and
otherwise) which bars are guilty of discrimination in our community. Rather than protect the
guilty (as Mr. Shattuck perhaps unwittingly did
by referring only to "one of Boston's gay bars"),
we should name names, protest loudly and repeatedly, and encourage. others to do likewise.
Yours truly,
Lew Lasher
Cambridge, MA

ADVERTISING
MANAGER
GCN is looking for an Advertising Manager. Advertising experience as well as a
commitment to the goal of eliminating
the exploitation of women and men in
advertising necessary. Please address inquiries and resumes to Richard Burns,
GCN, 22 Bromfield Street, Boston, MA
02108.

~ NEWS

EDITOR

Gay Community News is accepting
applications for the position of News
Editor. News writing and editing skills
needed as well as a commitment to
feminism and social change. Opening
March 1. Please send resume to Richard
Burns, GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston,
MA 02108.

!!!!!!

DESIGN DIRECTOR!!!!!!!

Applications are now being accepted for
the position of Design Director. Background in graphic arts necessary. April 1
opening. Direct inquiries and resumes to ·
Richard Burns, GCN, 22 Bromfield
Street, Boston, MA 02108.
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The Pink Triangle, the Yellow Star
By Janet Cooper
This essay was written in the summer/Jal/ of 1974 and was edited with the assistance of
Israel Fishman and Julia Stanley. It appeared in GCN in 1975 and is reprinted here due to
its relevance to the controversy surrounding Martin Sherman •splay. Bent.
For me, to be a gay is as dangerous as being a Jew.
I was born in 1942 of parents who were more committed to upward mobility than they
were to their Jewish identity. To pass as gentile, they brought me up as Episcopalian. They
so identified with the goyische status quo and were so ashamed of their own Jewish heritage that they raised me ignorant of it. I first found out that I was a Jew when I was thirteen! My parents had raised me to hate myself. This discovery radically changed my perception of myself. For the first time I identified myself as a member of a group that other
human beings wanted to persecute and to exterminate for no other reason than that we
existed, and I understood that other human beings would exterminate me as easily and with
as little regret. But my Jewish blood is not the only reason other hum.an beings would
persecute me; I am also a lesbian.
I attended the recent Conference on Auschwitz: Beginning of a New Era, sponsored
by the Episcopal Church at the Cathedral Church of St. John the Divine in June 1974, and
it was a cathartic experience for me in renewing my sense of being a member of a group that
other human beings persecute just because we are what we are: Jewish. Both the audience
and the participants had sat through several days of personal anguish listening to testimony
of survivors from the camps. I became angry at the Conference sponsors because they had
not ·represented all the other groups that the Nazis had systematically exterminated: the
gays, the gypsies, the Seventh Day Adventists, the Jehovah Witnesses, the socialists, the
communists. I especially resented the lack of concern at this Conf.erence for the people
whom the Nazis had exterminated specifically because they were gay. I introduced myself
as a Jewish gay to some members on the podium and said that I wished to address the
audience. By this time, the end of the Conference, so much personal testimony about the
conditions and treatment of people in the camps had anesthetized the panel members, and
they were numb. I became angry that the Episcopal and Jewish representatives on the
podium would not hear me and refused me a chance to speak.
My experience at the Conference typifices the reaction of too many Jews-to homosexuality. Not even now can most heterosexual Jews feel any kinship with gays the Nazis killed
in the concentration camps. Even the sophisticated urban Jew perceives our existence as
gays as repulsive. Not even now can the straight establishment Jew see that he is supporting
a political, economic, social ·system and culture which violates the civil liberties of gays
and that does physical violence to gay women and men as arbitrarily as the Nazis hauled
Jews off to the co}lcentration camps. There was a silence at the Auschwitz Conference_
abqut gay extermination ... even as there was silence and covert political pressure from
elements of this same Jewish community to defeat the civil rights bill for gay rights in New
York. Indeed, several rabbis especially pressured the New York City Councilmen so that
the gay civil rights bill did not pass. To paraphase Elie Wiesel, if the concept of Creation,
enjoying the gift of life, is to have meaning, then both Jews and gays must give meaning to
Creation by understanding each other and break the silence that has existed too long.
Jews have six million martyrs and cherish their memory by considering them all kedoshim, sainted ones, holy martyrs. (Regardless of one's previous merits, if one person kills
another because the other is a Jew, then the Jew automatically achieves this h'oly po.sition.)
There is an 'integral part of Jewish ritual that proscribes a period honoring and gaining
strength from the memory of such martyrs. Jews remember the kedoshim and honor them
on such holy days as Yorn Kippur, when the Romans persecuted.Jews, and on the ninth of
Ab, which commemorates the destruction of the temples. Jewish ritual carefully structures
and organizes our feelings of loss and mourning about the kedoshim as a reinforcement of
our heritage, identity, and spiritual and psychic strength, lest we Jews forget past persecution and forget that such persecutions might happen again.
Jews do not see the parallel between their history of oppression and the oppression of
gays. As the cultures that Jews have lived in tried to deny them their history, so our culture
denies gays their history: as our culture denies us knowledge of gay martyrs; as our culture
tries to deny gay identity. But we do have our martyrs. From the auto-de-Fe (the Inquisition's burning of the gays at the stake during the Middle Ages), to Auschwitz and BergenBelsen, and the psychic a:nd physical violence of today in America. As the bigoted hostile
culture of the Iberian peninsula forced Jewish Marranos into hiding, so does our contemporary American culture force our crypto-gays into concealment. We gays have an
·
identity, but we know little about it.
The Nazis fully intended to apply the final solution to gays as well as Jews. First, the
attack on cultural institutions. For example, the Nazis burned the library of the Homosexual Rights Movement, of many thousands of volumes and nearly a century old,on May
6, 1933 - the first library of any sort the Nazis destroyed. Then, the Nazis herded gays into
the various concentration camps and forced them to wear the pink triangle, and finally,
systematically annihilated them. Even after people had endured the suffering, deprivation,
and pain together with gays in the camps, these same people omit mentioning gays, which
further adds to our anguish and to further omission. Only now, thirty years afterward, are
scholars doing research on the numbers of gays the Nazis killed specifically as gays, and
estimates by scholars range from many tens of thousands upwards. ,

For the past four years I have earned my living. as a professor in an anti.::semitic town
of 8,000 with fifty-two fundamentalist churches. T0wn graffiti include: ''I have nothing
against niggers/everyone should own one." "Flush twice/the niggers are hungry." The
latter inscription can be found in the college library. There are swastikas. There is little
conflict between town and gown. A number of local residents would just as soon beat,
rape, harass a "sissy" as look at one. As the only open gay activist within one hundred
miles, almost everyone shunned me. My Jewish colleagues, appreciating the fact that the
local college had not hired or given tenure to Jews at this college until a few years ago, were
uncomfortable lest their gentile colleagues see me with them . They feared that, because I
am an open lesbian as well as a Jew, I would be responsible for one more surfacing of the
·
heavy undercurrent of anti-Semitism in the community.
Approximately ninety percent of my students at this school do not know the word
genocide nor do they .have any concept of its meaning. The local inhabitants are tenthgeneration mittel-European immigrants. These people have so assimilated American
culture that they no longer know their ancestors' language, musical, and literary heritage.
The one thing that has remained as part of their cultural inheritance is anti-Semitism.
One of my students presented a report on the anthology of pieces children wrote
awaiting their death in a concentration camp, I Never Saw Another Butterfly. After she
finished, I asked my class of elementary education majors how many of them would put
the book on school library shelves. No one raised her hand. I asked my class why. "It's too
real." "It's irrelevant." "It happened thirty years ago. It doesn't concern us." "Ms.
Cooper. In our education classes our professors taught us to present both sides of an issue.
You have not presented the Nazi side: the Nazis justified themselves in exterminating all
the Jews because they said some Jews were responsible for Germany's signing of a dishonorable peace treaty after World War I." When I asked my student where she got that
piece of information, she smiled and said, "From my history teacher." That history
teacher has tenure. I, as an open gay activist (who is also Jewish) at that college, did not get
tenure. In places such as this, the truth about Auschwitz will not set the people free. Places
such as this will declare the truth obscene. I have known days of great despair and depression in this town. Yet I also know they seem like Simchat-Torah, Day of Joy, in comparison to what I might have experienced in Europe.
· What disturbs me most about my experience facing both anti-Semitism and anti-gay
feeling is how mutually exclusive and isolated-both Jews and gays feel towards each other.
My gay students incorporate all the local prejudices against Jews and the Jews have all the
prejudices, characteristic of our culture, against gays. Neither group sees the inhumanity
that is common to both prejudices. Cultural xenophobia between Jews and gays continues
into each generation instead of mutual commitment to eliminate all bigoted behavior.
In explaining to my students what it means to live with the need to hide, to live with
denial of 'self, to live with the fear of disc;overy, I reminded them of the time the Nazis
marched into Denmark and demanded that all the Jews wear the Yellow Star of David so
that Nazis could more easily exterminate them - of how the King of Denmark was the first
to wear the Yellow Star and the rest of the country followed. I challenged my students to
wear gay buttons for twenty-four hours without denying that they were gay. None of them
did .
What about the present? The Talmud says that if you cause someone to blush, it is as _
if you murdered that person because you caused their blood to run and to rise. How much
guilt and remorse does the straight community have for the blush when we have to deny
who we are, hiding in jobs, hiding from our families? How much guilt and remorse does
this same community feel when it denies us and isolates us from our children, when it
subjects us to police violence, when it gives us electric shock therapy, when it subjects us to
lobotomies, incarcerates us in prisons and mental hospitals, drives us to drink and drugs,
strips us of our humanity. In short, what shame does the straight community feel about the
physical and psychic violence for which they are responsible and to which they subject us
.every day, as if what happened. at Auschwitz had not stopped at all but had gone subtly
underground.
The spirit of the Warsaw Ghetto inspires us gays to courage and determination so that
no one will silence_ us. The spirit of the Warsaw Ghetto lives on in the spirit of the Stonewall for those of us who have come out of the closets, and for those of us about to come
out. And especially for those of us who must silently but with dignity continue to hide and
to deny what we are because of the fear of the.consequences when our straight family,
colleagues, and friends find out that we are gay.
The kind of courage it took to stand up in the Warsaw Ghetto and offer resistance is
the kind of courage it takes to be gay in our society. As long as this same society remains
silent about the psychic and physical violence which this society does to gays every day, we
gays are all martyrs and we are all kedoshim.

.......-:..

"Speaking Out" is the column designed for the benefit of GCN readers. It is part of our
continuing effort to pro-vide a true forum of opinion for the community; We encourage
you to send your thoughts, ideas, feelings and comments to us and we encourage y.ou to
respond to any ideas expressed in this space. The opinions expressed in "Speaking Out"
do not necessarily reflect the views of the newspaper, the staff or the advertisers. Write
c/o Speaking Out, GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108.

Communlq_V__o_i___
ce. . .s. ______________
bunny king
DearGCN,
did not return my childrer: to Massachusetts beThis letter is to correct two very serious mis- . cause under the law, they couldn't. I had custody
takes in your article entitled, "Custody Denied of my girls in Vermont as their natural mother
Lesbian Mother" which appeared in your Dec. and therefore it was illegal to take_them out of
29, 1979/Jan. 5, 1980 issue. First off Jet me point the state without my consent. Ms. Patenaude and
out that I am the lesbian mother in the headline her attorney crossed the state line and with the ·
and therefore I know what I am talking about. I help of two Ve,rmont police officers, illegally ~
sincerely appreciate GCN's coverage, however, took my children back to Massachusetts.
the fact is that I DID indeed live with Ms. PateAt a time when it appears as though every
naude on many different occasions. The first - form of the media is prying into my liftt, and
time was when I was 17 an4 she was 26. I moved some of the straight presses are making this out ·
into her home the day after I graduated from to be something it is not, I can only hope that
high school. During the next five years (1971- especially my brothers and sisters will check their
1976) I lived with her many times. The care I had information more thoroughly before printing it.
received from her in her home, after my most
I again thank GCN for their coverage and
serious attack of deep thrombophlebitis and a would like to further note that I love my children
pulmonary embolism was a major factor in my with all my heart and this is primarily for them.
deciding to give her custody as opposed to some- However, the fact that all gay and lesbian
one else.
parents .in this state will be affected by this case
The second fact that I feel very important to makes it even more important that there be acclear up is the statement "There (in Vt.) she re- cu,rate reporting at every stage and with every
mained until November when authorities ascer- sentence. In the struggle,
tained her whereabouts and returned her children
- Bunny A. King
to Patenaude in Massachusetts." The authorities
Deerfield, MA

gay and deaf

_

To my dear friends, Chris and Vicki,
I wanted to express my feelings to both of you
that you're doing a good, patient job writing
about deaf gay issues on the Gay Community
News. (Vicki's - GCN, Vol. 7, No. 6 and Chris'
GCN, Vol. 7, No. 25.) ft made me and some of
my friends happy because we know many
hearing people still couldn't or wouldn't know/
understand about deafness and its problems.
Many times these people asked us about our
feelings, our lives, our education, and growing
up and it was quite difficult for us to express.
One explanation isn't enough or one hour talk
isn't enough. It takes forever to have everyone
understand about us.
My own personal hearing friends read this
column and · they said that they have learned

many new things! You see, we are close and keep
in touch almost everyday and they're still
learning about deafness. It means so much to me
to see them grow and learn and respect us.
I am very grateful to Vicki and Chris for
spending their precious time working on these
issues. Who would do this job, many hours with
interpreters, tape recording, working with deaf
people, and working over the drafts before it was
printed? I worked closely with Vicki and Chris
because it is important to me to see this subject
made clear for GCN and it is my world, too.
Those two ·women deserve the best compliments!
And I love them!
Nancy V. Becker
Boston, MA

GCN welcomes letters to "Community Voices". If at all possible, your letters should be
typed and double-spaced. Anonymous letters will not be published, but names will be
- .withheld upon request. Letters should be addressed to Community Voices, ·GCN, 22

Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108.

......
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Rundle Lambasts APA
Continued from Page 3

sion than that they intended for us
not to have an exhibit."
In another instance, after
GCMAPA had become large and
vocal and "unashamedly annouced its meetings in the official
program," objection to the
group's name was suddenly expressed in 1979 because it "jmplied an official connection with
the APA." GCMAP A was pressured to add the word "member"
to its title. Rundle indicated that
the APA sent lobbyists to the
group's '79 convention exhibit to
encourage the change. When the
members voted to make the
change, AP A President Alan
Stone was "delighted."
Sharp disagreement exists within GCMAP A over just how uncooperative the APA has been. President-elect- David Kessler told
GCN, "My personal view is that
Dr. Beige} has been very cooperative with the- Gay Caucus.'' He
added that "if the Gay Caucus
had wanted a major address, we
should have gotten off our asses a
little earlier." Kessler noted that
three evening panels on homosexuality have been accepted by the

Photos by Susan Fleischmann
Some 75 people marched from the Harriet Tubman House to
Boston's Police District Four headquarters on Jan. 15 in support of
Bellana Borde (in white coat, above, holding paper and microphone), who faces a trial on Jan. 17 in Boston Municipal Court on
charges of assault and battery and trespassing. The charges stem
from an incident on Dec. 13, 1979. Borde alleges that, while waiting
for a bus on a cold night, she took shelter in a vacant building.
Someone discovered her there and ordered her out. When she refused to leave, the person left and returned with police offiers wbo;
Borde alleges, proceeded to beat her up and arrest her. Borde, 21, is
a student at Northeastern University. Some of the people who
demonstrated in her support are pictured below. At press time, GCN
learned that Borde was acquited of all charges at her trial. It was also
decided that there is sufficient basis for her to lodge a criminal
complaint against Officer Thomas Kivea9y of District Four.

Program Committee. Dr. Law- · sexuality." Stone points out the
rence Mass, editor of GCMAPA's creation 0f a Task Force on Gay,
newsletter, called the rejection of Lesbian, and Bisexual Issues crethe Marmor lecture "bureaucratic ated in 1978 by the Council on
excuses," 'but noted that "Dr. National Affairs. Rundle, howBeigel has bent over backwards to ever, charges that the Task Force
help us in every way possible . . . was prevented from performing a
Without our friends in psy~hiatry survey of the APA membership by
we'd be in very hot water."
·
the unnecessarily cumbersome deRundle argues that Kessler is mands of.the Council on Research
"afraid of stirring up controversy. and Development for what RunHis belief is that you play nice dle calls "a questionnaire which
with people and you get what you will give gay members of the APA
wa.n t." He speculates that Kess- the opportunity to substantiate
ler's upcoming presidency may their existence."
mean a less visible stance for
Responding to the rejection of
GCMAPA. "He may be able to Marmor's lecture, Stone argued
accomplish what needs to be done that he had been honored the prethat way," commented Rundle, vious year and that "the Program
"[but] it's just not my style." Committee is more concerned
Rundle also said that until now about whom to give the honors to
the general attitude · among than what subject to present ...
GCMAPA's 140 members has Dr. Rundle just doesn't underfavored high visibility and a stand how complicated a bureaucstrong, open position, but he -racy the APA is.'' Asked· whether
views the group as becoming in- it was important to have a major
creasingly more timid.
address on homosexual love conAPA President Alan Stone sidering this year's theme, Stone
termed
Rundle's
accusations replied that "it is important to
"unfair." He told GCN that "the have someone talk about love and
APA has taken a remarkably social value judgments affecting
strong stand given the tensions at- our thinking about love."
tached to these issues on homo-

san

rancisco Swears
In ublic Officials
By John Kyper
SAN FRANCISCO, CA - Declaring her desire "to end, once
and for all, the divisiveness that
has taken such a heavy toll on this
city in recent years," Dianne Feinstein innaugurated her first term
in her own right as the city's 35th
mayor at noon on Jan. 8. She was
sworn in by California's controversial Supreme Court Chief
Justice Rose Bird in an elaborate

Police Consider Gays In Killing
Compiled by Bennett Klein 1
TRENTON, NJ- Trenton police are investigating the possibility that the murder of Emrna Jane
Stockton on Dec. 7, 1979, may
have been committed by a gay
man. However, Trenton Police
Detective Leo McGann told GCN
that such a possibility is only one
among several being considered
by
investigators.
McGann
commented that "there is nothing
cut and dried to say yes or no . . .
there are no hard and fast suspects."

, McGann

noted that several
newspapers have exaggerated the
importance of a possible gay link
to the case. For example, the Star
Ledger of Newark (NJ), in its
Dec. 12 story on the Stockton
murder, used the headline ..Slay
Probers See Gay Link To Socialite."
Stockton, who came from one
of New Jersey's most prominent
families, was activ~ in several civic
organizations and was the Executive Director of the Greater Trenton Symphony. She frequented

New Hope (PA), a small artistic ·
community with a large gay popu- ·
lation, and her close friends report
that "she dated a lot of gay
guys." It is believed that Stockton
was bisexual.
Stockton was found in her Mill
Hill (NJ) townhouse brutally
beaten, burned and stabbed 40
times. Police say Stockton had r~cently inherited about $1 million.
Police, however, have ruled out
robbery since several valuable
possessions in her house were not
taken.

ceremony in the rotunda of City
Hall. The mayor took her oath of
office in a scene almost
resembling a coronation, on a redcarpeted grand staircase, before a
military honor guard and an
audience of 2500.
Feinstein then attended the
swearing-in of the new Board of
Supervisors as the guest of honor.
·Judge Dorothy von Beroldingen
administered the oath to the six
members who had recently been
elected. In a brief talk the mayor
noted that nearly half of the board
was now composed of women,
When she first ran for the board a
decade ago, she said, von Beroldingen was also a member, and
.people were concerned that there
would be 'i'too many women" on
the body. Harry Britt nominated
John Molinari to a second term as
board president. The motion
passed unanimously.
Earlier in the · day Michael
Hennessey was sworn in as sheriff,
also by Justice Bird. By contrast,
his innauguration · ceremony was
brief and simple. He received an
enthusiastic ovation when he

Photo byRink
Dianne Feinstein has been sworn
in to her first term as the elected
mayor of San Francisco.

pledged to restore the women's
work-furlough program, which
had been eliminated by his predecessor, Eugene Brown. Two other
top law enforcement officials,
District Attorney Ario Smith and
Police Chief Cornelius Murphy,
were sworn in in separate ceremonies the same day.
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Gays Converge
on Sacramento

Continued from Pa~e 1

legislation, we're going to try to
unseat those who vote against
us."
Several speakers emphasized
the connection between gay and
other liberation struggles. Diana
Ryan of the United Farm Workers
paraphrased John Donne: "You
never need to ask for whom the
bell tolls when they're screwing
around with somebody's civil
rights. You know that it's tolling
for you."
.
Although many people had left
by the time she spoke, Dr. Jeanette
Mondanaro's
bitter
description of her experiences
with Gov. Brown received some of
the loudest applause of the rally.
She claimed that Brown had delayed her 1976 appointment as
state drug abuse director upon
learning that she was a lesbian
until .after the primaries, because
he was afraid she would hurt his
presidential chances. She condemned him for allegedly promising patronage appointments to
gays in exchange for their support
in his current bid for the presidency. She questioned the sincerity of his support for the gay bills.
Echoing emcee Robin Tyler's
denunciation of "homocrats,"
Mondanaro declared, "What we
need is to show that we don't want
position because we're gay. We
just want the same rights that
every human being ought to get.
To portray gay people as a monied
group of people who have the
power to elect a president is not
helping us. I'm worried about the
waitresses and I'm worried about
the secretaries. I'm worried about
the people who don't have the
privilege, and they're not going to
get it by following that fucking
governor." She urged gays to support "someone who won't use us
and pit us · against the blacks and
the browns and the poor people."
Veteran gay activist Morris
Kight called the march and rally
"the most dramatic thing I've ever
seen." He described the march in
the rain as "a powerful statement" and compared its spirit to
the first Christopher Street West
march in Los Angeles in 1970.
· March organizer Joyce Azelton
, termed the event "phenomenal"
in terms of people's commitment
in the foul weather.
Religious
fundamentalists
opposed to the bills planned a
counter-demonstration, claiming
that the bills would apply to religious institutions. March organizers denied the allegation by
noting that such institutions were
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UA Releases New Film
Continued from Page 1

you put it in a heterosexual context I've seen it a million times. It
was also bad technically. What it
specifically exempt in the lan- reminded me of was sort of
a lesguage of the bills. Three counter- bian version of Reefer Madness.
demonstrators held huge signs It's so cornball and idiotic that the
that threatened eternal damna- lesbian thing in it is probably the
tion. The demonstrators and their only way they could sell this
expensive signs (mounted on a film."
backpack with aluminum poles)
Jan Oxen berg, a lesbian filmhave appeared at other gay mak;er and a spokesperson
for the
demonstrations, in Berkeley, at National Association
of Lesbian
the March on Washington, and at and Gay Filmmakers, said that
International Women's Year in Windows is "a terrible movie
and
Houston.
.
really very poorly executed."
Nearly 300 people remained in Oxenberg has been involved in orSacramento on Monday to lobby ganizing a protest against
the
· for the gay bills. At noon, 70 movie because, she
said, "We feel
people attended another rain- that most viewers
will dismiss the
soaked demonstration on the film as an insult to their
intelCapitol grounds.
ligence, and it is a really bad film,
On Tuesday, Jan. 15, the As- but I don't think that
we should
sembly Ways and Means Commit- only protest the good
films."
tee approved A.B. 1 by a vote of
A coalition of lesbian, gay, and
11 to 5, after several hours of tesfeminist groups will be picketing
timony. This was the first gay em- and leafletting on
Jan. 18 outside
ployment bill to be voted out of two of the New York
City theaters
committee in California. Its fate is at which the film
will open.
less certain once it reaches the As· The focus of the
sembly floor. By law any bill that demonstration will be on the cenis not voted out of its house of sorship of positive images of gay
origin by the end of January auto- people in Hollywood movies. Said
matically dies. Assembly business Oxenberg, "With the protest of
has been brought to a standstill by Cruising there was a lot of discussa bitter challenge to the rule of ion of censorship and that we were ·
Speaker Leo McCarthy. One of trying to censor them [Hollywood
the Senate bills was scheduled to movie companies]. We would like
be heard on Wednesday by the to shift the focus to the real area
Industrial Relations Committee, where censorship occurs, which is
which killed a similar bill last year. their censorship of us. We also
The Sacramento march had want to raise a request to United _
been called shortly after the October March on Washington by California Human Rights Advocates
(CHRA), lobbyists for gay legislation. The march was to coincide Continued from Page 3
with CHRA's Constituent Lobby- solely by the consular officer ...
ing Day, scheduled for Jan. 14, The basis for invoking Section 212
1980. March headquarters were in (A) (4) [of the 1952 Act, as
Sacramento. In addition, there amended, under which suspected
were also ad hoc local committees homosexuals may be excluded]
in San Francisco, San Diego, Los will be the standard of 'reason to
Angeles, and Fresno.
believe.' '"

Artists to begin negotiations to
produce some of these films
[which they have censored]."
Oxenberg also pointed out that
the film is being protested not
only for its portrayal of a lesbian,
but for the inclusion of scenes of
rape and violence against a
woman.
GCN contacted the head of
publicity for United Artist in New
York City, who asked not to be
identified. He said that "it is a
fiJm that will probably open on
Friday and between you and I,
honestly, will not be in a theater
very long. I don't anticipate any
kind of serious backlash; people
may dislike the film but I don't
think it's an important enough or
major enough film to really waste
anyone's energies on." When
asked if the protests against cruising had had any effect on United
Artists decision about how to portray gays in their films, the
spokesperson said, "I think
United Artists and all the other
film companies are far more sensitive to the entire issue right now,
as a result of Cruising and other
things - it all started with the
reaction to Soap. People in media
are definitely more sensitive to
these issues." About the movie's
portrayal of the lesbian character
he told GCN that "the reaction
I've gotten from a lot of people,
gay and straight, is that it's not'so
much the movie of a lesbian psychotic killer, because you reach a
point where you don't care wheth-

er she's lesbian or straight or
otherwise, she's just a psychotic
killer, ~'OU don't believe anything
in the movie for a minute, and
that's the reason why nobody, as
far as I know, is directing any
major effort against the film."
When asked about the violence
against women in the film, he
said, "In terms of that, it [the
film] also handles it very sensitively. A rape is not sensitive, but the
after-effects of i~ I think,it handles
quite responsibly, in terms of the
sympathy that is required for the
character. After the rape, Shire
handles herself properly - she
goes to the police and brings it to
their attention rather than not
dealing with it." Asked if the police handled the rape well, he replied, "Yes, they do capture the
rapist, but I'm giving you a great
deal of the story line. I strongly
suggest that you ·go see the film."
The spokesperson also said that
the producer has suggested that
before anyone jumps on a bandwagon against the film, it should
first be seen. "The bottom line is,
don't go out and attack things
that you haven't looked at from
both sides."
Jan Oxenberg told GCN, "The
United Artists people are trying to
downplay the film by saying that
it is a small film. I got the feeling
that they themselves are very embarrassed about it. But whatever
they personally feel about it, they
still are trying to make money
from it."

Immigration System Lists Gays
Vance's order, said Lucia Valeska, Co-Executive Director of
the National Gay Task Force
(NGTF), could be "very dangerous." Essentially, it places an inordinate amount of power in the
hands of diplomatic and consular

New York City Hosts Third World
Continued from Page.1

and oppression."
'
Because of the coalition's
decision to embrace all third
world peoples and issues, it will be
an "affiliate" and not . a
member - of the National Coalition on Black Gays (NCBG)
founded in Baltimore in 1978.
NCBG limits membership to
organizations focusing specifically
on the issues of black lesbians and
gay men. The question of the pre-cise nature of the affiliation was
raised early in the meeting, especially in regard to the designation
of San Francisco the site of the
second annual conference of third

as

THE TIME IS NOW
Strike back at assaults and harrassments
I

world lesbians and gays. Several tical groups in the city with its
people remarked that transporta- focus on specifically third world
tion to the conference could pose concerns - most of those present
a hardship for many third world expressed, as their main interest,
gays, and especially for lesbians. It helping lesbians and gays of color
was decided to raise the issue with get "connected." Major emphasis
the National Coalition.
will be placed on outreach,
The New York coalition will publicizing the existence of the
work in several committees to be coalition and its purposes, and
coordinated by a rotating steering community building.
committee. Among the comThe coalition meets every
mittees formed are community Monday at 7:30p.m. on the third
outreach,
counseling/ crisis · floor at 26 Ninth Avenue (near
network, cultural exchange, visual 14th Street). For more informaand performing arts, and spiritu- tion, contact Renee at (212) 242ality. Though the coalition will do 1212 or (212) 691-4733.
political work - complementing
the work of other primarily poli-

officials abroad, giving them the
right to exclude a potential visitor
to this country solely on the basis
of appearances. Consider the stigmatization which occurs when a
person is denied entry on such
grounds and the passport or visa is
stamped with a statement to the
effect that exclusion is on the basis
of "sexual deviance."
It is staunchly
maintained, however, that the
only way to change the law or
simply to halt the exclusions i'
through congressional action
Congress made the law, therefore
Congress must change it or elimi;
nate it.
·
As it stands, the law is
generally viewed as unenforceable; yet foreign visitors who are
suspected of being lesbian or gay
continue to be detained by border
guards. A lawsuit is now being
prepared by three San Francisco
attorneys which will challenge the
manner in which INS excludes lesbian and gay foreigners.

DISCUSS YOUR CAR BUYING NEEDS
IN A RELAXED ATMOSPHERE ...

ROBERT ARON
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Please call for an appointment
617/924-8100

A ten week ~ dasses a week) course In the self defense technique of Aiki
Goshln Jitsu for gay men and women: Beginning Saturday, Jan. 26. All
classes taught by a 4th degree black belt. Cost: $75.00.

VIDEO DEMONSTRATION FOLLOWED BY A
QUESTION
AND ANSWER PERIOD AND REGISTRATION AT
THE
.PARADISE CAFE, 180 MASS. AVE.,
CAMBRIDGE,
ON THURS., JAN. 24th, AT 9:00 P.M.

PETER FULLER OLDSMOBILE
43 N. BEACON ST. ON THE SQUARE
WATERTOWN, MASS. '
Convenient to all Public Transportation
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AND SUPPORT GCN BY SAYING:
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Support gay prisoners.
Read and answer our
prisoner pen pal ads
on the class if led page. ·
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n November 26, 1979,, the International Gay Association (IGA) opened an American Liaison Office in
Washington, D.C. Edmund Lynch, IGA's General
Secretary;-:travelled from Dublin, Ireland, to preside over the
·
opening celebration at the new office.
The IGA, which represents lesbian and· gay organizations
in more than 20 countries, stated that the purpose of the Liaison Office is "to inform Americans about conditions of lesbians and gay men in other countries" and to "issue alerts
when the Secretariat calls for coordinated international action
to emergency situations."
.
The IGA was formed in Coventry, England, on August
26, 1978. The aims of the Association, stated in its Foundation
Document, are:
to apply concerted political pressure on governments and international bodies in the pursuit of gay rights; to maximize the effectiveness of gay organizations by coordinating political actions on an international level; to promote the -unity of gay people throughout the world by the collection and distribution of
information on gay oppression and liberation; -to work for the .
11iberation of gay people.

· Twelve gay organizations founding the IGA represented
people from North America, Europ~, and Australia. Today,
there ~re 35 member organizations and 60 associate members
throughout the world.
While only gay men attended IGA's founding conference
in Coventry, lesbians have begun organizing their participation
in the Association. There will be a "women's section" at the
April 1980, IGA conference in Barcelona and lesbian
participation is expected to result in the group's change of
name to ILGA - International Lesbian and Gay Association.
An August 1979, statement by lesbians in the IGA said,
in part, "We decided to try to have one organization together
with gay men, because· we think that one organisation can be
more powerful. . Also, gay men and lesbians have experiences
of oppression of homosexuality in common. Both gay men
and lesbians have to fight againstforced heterosexuality. But
at the same time we know that the situation of gay men and
lesbians is different. In many countries, gay men still have to
fight oppression laws, while lesbians are very often ignored as
homosexuals and women.''
Important topics for lesbians were noted as: "custody;
the right to have children by means of AID (artificial insemination), adoption or otherwise; work; violence against
women; education and health; and discrimination within the
gay community."
Early in December 1979, General Secretary, .Edmund
Lynch and Clint Hockenberry, IGA's American liaison,
visited New York City. During the brief visit, they discussed
the Association with QCN.
Asked to describe the background of the present IGA,
Lynch said "Back in 1974 in Edinburgh when the first Congress of Gay People [was called], they decided it would be a
good idea to set up an [international] organization. [The delegates] decided to call a meeting in Puerto Rico the following
year, but it fell through."
The main reason the proposed 1975 meeting fell through
was because "the Dutch people, who are pretty much the
leaders in gay rights, felt the time wasn't right yet."
"Then, out of the blue, someone suggested in early 1978,
that we should get together" for another meeting. "Position
papers were drawn up by the Irish, · the Dutch, and the Italians." This time, "we all went along to meet each ot,her and
we all thought the time was right."
"We were able to get rid of issues" which weren't popular with all the groups and just concentrate on ''the most important thing that we had in common, which was, that we were
gay."
The group was organized somewhat along the lines of the
United Nations in terms of assisting member groups. For example, if a country or national group wants help on a certain
project because it would cause them political problems in their
own country if they worked on it themselves, they can tum to
the Association for assistance. Again, a group may not be able
to work on a certain project because of that group's constitution or.specified aims. Sometimes a group simply doesn't have
anyone able to work on a given project. In thes'e instances, the
IGA offers valuable support.
he politics of the group is ''to fight against any oppression against gay men and lesbians. It's as broad as
that," said Lynch. "Within the grouping, there are
people who are to the left of politics, to the right, and_people
in the center." Gay atheists, Christians, and Jews, and people
of all races are members.
.
Lynch said, "I think this is the first opportunity that gay
organizations around the world have had to organize themselves on a professional level. We haven't the money, but
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Gay Community News, Ja:
' ' The Greek government responded by announcing the
he "life-line" is one important IGA project which
casti
day before our demonstrations that the bill was being withinvolves an international effort to save individual lives
ther
drawn, that it was put in by mistake.as part of the Greek mili- ·
in local situations.
set t
tary junta (bills)." This excuse was, of course, a face-saving
Hockenberry said, "Gay refugees are a new phenomenon
attempt, but "They knew that they needed the European ecowhich is becoming more recognised now, whereas before, it~ thinl
crew
nomic community.''
was something that occurred, but no one was able to document it.''
Clint Hockenberry pointed out that "sometimes it's
went
important for a small, weak, isolated group, such as the
Lynch explained the purpose of Life-line as being to resingh
Greeks, to realise there are other gay people out there who are
cue people who may be in danger of losing their lives. Many
supporting them. We, here in the United States, remember
such people become gay refugees.
presi
very well what happened in Dade County and how the Dutch
For example, in November 1979, IGA offered to work
him
took out an entire full-page ad in a local newspaper during the
with gay and lesbian Iranians-in the United States who face dereferendum. It gives people a sense of optimism and hope. ,
portation, stating that they "may be able to use their homo·notil
sexuality as a defense to remain in the United States. Because
"The local Greek group responded to the IGA thanking
all the organizations which had put pressure on the Greek
J)e(]
government. They said, 'We were a tiny, isolated group who
could never have defeated the Greek government alone. But
with the help of an international lesbian and gay community,
we _were able to beat the Greek government.' They promised,
of the executions of gay men in Teheran (early in 1979), openly
ver
o'u t of gratitude for this kind of international pressure, that
int€
gay students may assert they would be in danger by returning
once their group was strong enough, they in tum would help
to Iran because of their sexual orientation. Anything that can
ver
other groups in other countries who are weak and being opestablish political refugee status may be successful to delay or
pressed in the same situation that they were under.
defeat deportation under these circumstances." IGA stated
bef
"It's 'this kind of international aid among the lesbian and
wht
that U.S. deportation hearings examiners "have stayed deporgay community that can have some important effects," Hoctation of homosexual aliens in the past where political refugee
the
kenberry added.
status was determined."
he ·
Lynch stated, "Gay people around the world, when they
If
a
student
found
it
impossible
to
raise
the
issue
of
perret1
organize themselves can be most disruptive.''
sonal homosexuality during a public hearing, IGA said it
try.
He described a situation where Finland was prohibiting
'for
would "attempt to locate, through its European member or~
distribution of information about homosexuality, unless it was
ganizations, another host country" for that person.
aler
negative. They wouldn't even allow publicizing of the America
if
Iranians
"admit
their
homosexuality
in
alto
Lynch
said
that
Psychiatric Association's change in its classification of homoa public hearing, should they ever return to Iran after the
mm
sexuality. Gay groups brought this issue to the Chair of the
United Nations' Committee on Press Freedom. The Committee was necessarily forced to .support the gay position, not
because it was a gay issue or a matter of supporting gay rights,
but because it was an issue of freedom of the press. The Finnish government received protests from around the world and
Lynch said they are now rethinking their attitudes.
"Without this flow of international scientific information
from Sweden or from other countries into Finland," Hockenberry said, "the values of Finnish society would never change.
lt would (remain) very homophobic in its orientation.,,. The
Finnish government "put a great deal of restraint on the development of the Finnish gay movement by denying people, for
example, the information from the American Psychiatric Association. This international focus can embarrass a country
and ·cause changes where the individual group wouldn't have
·t hat much pressure."
Continuing to stress the necessity for national groups to
assist one another, Lynch said, "In Europe, we took gay liberation from the Stonewall riots in 1969. The American people
have so much to offer the Europeans, but then we liave so
much to offer the American people as well. In the same way
with the other countries, it's a two-way process. The time is
right now. We can all help each other. We have to put away
our differences. It's important that we all work together and
forget about the people we may not like on a social level or
whose politics we may not like. Every organization has something to offer, whether that organization has all the resources
at its finger-tips or whether the only resource an organization
has is one person who can staple things together. Everyone has
to work at something."
Hockenberry commented, "We're not just talking about
politics, either. We're talking about cultural exchanges, too.
Gay people are not just (specifically) political, though sometimes their art is political. We are multi-dimensional. There's a
lot to,celebrate in the gay experience: the humor, the art, the
joy."
Still, the necessary, immediate focus of the IGA is on
political assistance to local gay groups and on international
organizations which affect the rights and dignity of gay
people.
Individuals around the world are writing IGA and Lynch
said, "We're hoping some of them will form organizations" in
their own countries. For example, Hong Kong would be IGA'$
first member organization in Asia if the local group develops
there. There are contacts with people in Central America. '
Lynch also said, "We're in-touch with people behind the Iron
political climate has changed, the social values that condemn
Curtain. We have problems there that we're overcoming. - homosexuality will nonetheless remain the same. They will, on
We're able to get a lot of our [material] into the East European
record, be identifiably homosexual. That's why they're becountries by diplomatic courier."
- tween the devil and the deep blue sea.
The Dublin Information Centre and Secretariat generally
thei:
"On the one hand, people can use their homosexuality as
coordinates the IGA offices, while Amsterdam is the Financial
Natii
evidence in a case ... and as part of the defense (to stay in the
Centre and also "looks after Eastern Europe." Dublin,
few,
country). But what Iranian wants to come right out in the open
though, •~never does anything in isolation without consulting _ and say that? It's a very different situation for that person.
appli
"In the alternative, a person who is homosexual and Iranofth
ian may be able, very quietly, to slip into a-friendly country
tion.
and, therefore, will not have that public image of being homohave
sexual. So we're trying to balance it off, giving leeway for lesthro1
bian and gay Iranians to remain quiet about their homosexualwill,
ity.
U.N.
"Next year, it could be Chilean students or it could be
andi
anyone. But if needed, the groundwork is done,'' Lynch said.
Another Life-line incident occurred around the time of
the e~ecutions of the twelve gay men in Iran and concerning a . plan
of It
leading Italian activist. ("The Italians are great activists, but
issui
they never tell you about anything and suddenly they find
like ·
Amsterdam" and other concerned offices. A "rather active"
themselves up to their necks in trouble!")
office in New Zealand attends for Asia "for the moment" and
The Dublin office received an unexpectet;i phone call from ·
Gay
Spain "looks after North Africa."
the Italian group saying, "We need action!"
are r
"We have made sure," Lynch said, "that we always have
"On what?" they were asked.
Nati
phone numbers of individuals in different organizations so
A leading activist was in Teheran - "He's about to be
peoJ
that we can keep in touch.
shot by the Iranians!"
race
"If there's a political situation that needs quick action, an
"What's he doing in Iran?"
organization immediately phones Dublin or Arn$erdam. We
"He's there on behalf of the Italian organization doing a
inter
then put into operation our snowball telephone system where
protest ....,... and also on behalf of the International Gay Associ"sex
we're responsible for calling another country and getting a
ation."
·
reply from that country's contact people." Then they, too,
"Why weren't we told about this beforehand? We're supthe t
make calls of their own.
posed to know!"
bian
Lynch said by using such a system "we were able to get
"We thought it was too important to tell anyone and we
2,000 Danish people on the streets in 24 hours to demonstrate·
must get him out. He's going to be killed tomorrow at 12
ing t
against the Iranian arrests'' of homosexuals.
noon! He's going to make a speech in front of the main prison,
ing t
"it's very important to use modem methods of communiwhere he might \be invited in, and we might never see him
issue
cation," he said.
again!"

... we have gay people in every area of government. We would never
have known, for example, about Cyrus Vance's cable, an internal
memo, that gay people are to be stopped in their own countries before
coming here, uni~ some gay person or supporter of gay rights within
the State Department gave it to us. ,
money isn't everything. Our approach is: if you want to play
against government, you've got to play at their own game and
beat them.
"Gay people are everywhere, like the way the Communists have cells in all parts <;>f the government. It means that we
have gay people in every area of government. We would never
have known, for example, about Cyrus Vance's cable, an internal memo, that gay people are to be stopped in their own
countries before corning here, unless some gay person or supporter of gay rights within the State Department gave it to us.
That's the important thing."
"In the same way, European gay people were able to stop
the introduction of new anti-gay legislation last year in Greece.
(Gay groups) approached Parliamentarians in Holland to sign
a letter, which went to the Greek government, saying that they
would not support Greece's entr-y into the European economic ,
community" if the anti-gay laws were passed."
Page 8 •
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"We were able to get 2,000 Danish
demonstrate against the Iranian arrest:

_Making Our
Movement
Internationa]
By Harold Pickett
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Dublin was able to get in touch with the European Broadcasting Corporation simply because an IGA leader worked for
the National Broadcasting Service. A morning conference was
set up by telephone and Telex: "There is a good story, we
think, in Teheran and ·we would like it. Do we have any film
crews there?"
A French film crew happened to be available and they
went out to the prison to shoot (with film) the Italian delivering his speech.
He was invited into the prison, but the Iranians knew the
press was outside. So they released him an hour later, drove
him to the airport, kicked him on a plane, and sent him home.
The National Broadcasting Service (and the IGA) was
notified that the film was on its way. They' said "Thank you

Danish people on the streets in 24 hours to
nian arrests'' of homosexuals.

9), openly
returning ·
g that can
o delay or
}A stated
red depor:al refugee
ue of per-

,A said it

ember or-

exuality in
after the

very much" but never used the film. There was never any
intention of using it; it had served, though, as a solution to a
very immediate Life-line problem.
Lynch said, describing yet another situation, "Two days
before I came here by London, there was an Argentinian
whose English visa had expired and he was being sent back to
the Argentine. He didn't want to go back because they knew
he was gay. He ·felt that he would simply disappear once he
returned. A lot of gay people have 'disappeared' in that country. Through our British organization, we were able to arrange
for two barristers to go to the Home Office, which is the equivalent of your Justice Department, to lobby for the person to be
allowed to stay in England. It worked. Cases like that don't get
much publicity."
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Torino: II Palazzo dello Sport di Torino fara da sfondo al
processo di Khomeini, se qualcuno lo riuscira a rapire s'enza
recargli danno fisico a Jui e alla sua scorta e portarlo vivo qui
a Torino.
L'accusa: "attentati contro le minoranze etniche religiose e
sessuali e nei confronti di chi non la pensa da islamico ortodosso".
La giuria sari composta da personalita politiche ed intellettuali di diversi paesi.
La taglia e di
UN MILIONE DI DOLLARI,
risultato dell'autotassazione di migliaia di omosessuali di
tutto ii mondo.
L'ayatollali subira solo una condanna simbolica. A proporre e
rendere pubblica questa impresa e stato ii FUORI! di Torino.
La notizia ha fatto ii giro de! mondo anche perche ripresa dalla U .P.l. (United Press Association). Silenzio da pane della
RAI-TV ....
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ther major projects concentrate on such international
organizations as the United Nations, the World Health
Organization, and Amnesty International.
Hockenberry said, "We have obtained information on
the procedures for applying for consultive status at the United
exuality as
Nations as a non-governmental organization. Over the next
stay in the
few months, we will be working on that as a high priority."
n the open
Certain specific requirements must be · met before the
erson.
application is presented to "thirteen countries which are part
1and Iranof this one committee for reviewing our status and our applicaly country
tion. It's a year-and-a-half process we're talking about. So we
ing homohave to do the work over the next few months and then got
ray for les•mosexual- . through the politicking that's behind it. The consultive status
will give us privileges and the use of certain facilities at the
U .N. and allow us to testify on issues of importance to lesbians
t could be
and gay men.''
rnch said.
A 1980's International Women's Conference is being
ile time of
ncerning a _ planned and Hockenberry said "we're hoping some discussion
of lesbian rights·and concerns will be on the agenda. Lesbian
tivists, but
issues never have been addressed in a world body. This seems
they find
like an appropriate forum."
Such a conference could help the situation at the U.N.
e call from ·
Gay people, or people according to their sexual orientation,
are not included in the list of those protected under the United
Nations' Declaration of Human Rights. The list protects
bout to be
people according to language, nationality, ethnic background, ·
· race, religion and sex.
Hockenberry feels "it's going to be an uphill fight on an ·
on doing a
international level, similar to our fight here ·nationally'' to get
fay Associ"sexual orientation" added to the list.
"It's going to be even more complicated once we begin
We're supthe task of sensitizing the world body to the concerns of lesme and we . bians and gay men," Hockenberry said.
"Also," Lynch said, "at the same time that we are apply'roW at 12
ing to the United Nations for consultive status, we are applyain prison,
ing to the Council of Europe which deals with human rights
er see him
issues. 'It also means that some of our member organizations

: condemn
ey will, on
hey're be-

will be applying to the European e~onomic community for a
grant to carry out projects on discrimination within Europe.';
Lynch said one of IGA's on-going projects "is to get the
classification of homosexuality as a disease eliminated from
the World Health Organization (WH;O)."
"What we have done is to establish a work project at the
Liaison Office to correspond with the major project areas of
the IGA as a whole," Hockenberry said. "We will have one
person at the Liaison Office responsible for that project and
working with other people. It's going to take several years to
change the policies of the World Health Organization,-whether
we can go through a committee structure or whether we go before the full body.
"The National Gay Health Coalition and other organizations are going to cooperate with us in this specific area. We
have to delete WHO's classification of homosexuality as a •
mental disorder.''
_ _
the importance of obtaining such a change, Hockenberry
said, occurs quite often because nations use the WHO classification as a basis for defining homosexuals as ''sick," or as
"sexual deviants." "Canada, as a nation, will not take a stand
until the World Health Organization changes its tune."
Sweden, another example mentioned by Hockenberry,
maintained it had to uphold WHO's classification of homosexuality and couldn't change their "sickness" designation
·
until WHO first changed its own classification.
Hockenberry said Swedish gays began to pressure the
government until their actions finally culminated in what they
called a "sick-in." Gays called their employers and said, "I'm
sorry, but I can't come in to work today." The employers
asked, "Are you ill?" "Yes," the -employees answered, "I'm
seriously ill - I'm seriously homosexual!"
'
"At that point," Hockenberry said, "the employer was
bound to give sick leave from work on those grounds. The
employee was covered. Thirty to forty people in the Stockholm
area last August called their employers during the sick-in. In
October, the Swedish government changed its classification.
"This was not [entirely] because of the sick-in. The sick-in
was just one of the things that helped to advertise the fact.
"The Swedes will support the [WHO] change now, along
with the American delegation."
IGA has been working to get Amnesty International, the
human rights organization, to adopt homosexuals as a group
as "prisoners of conscience" whenever homosexuals are found
to be imprisoned because of their sexual orientation.
At Amnesty's 1979 Belgium Intj;!rnational Council meeting, Lynch said, "They moved somewhat closer (to the adop.tion of homosexuals as 'prisoners of conscience') in that they

" Another problem," Lynch said, "is that the people who
are preparing the information on prisoners for adoption have
basically ignored gay people and have been discriminating in
their presentation -of information. It's up to us to see that it
doesn't happen in the future."
llies for the IGA vary, according to Hockenberry, "depending on where they need our support and from
whom we can get support." Usually, the Northern
European countries and the groups there are helpful. Sometimes a non-gay organization will serve as a mediator with a·
country that would •be resistant to meeting with an identifiably
lesbian and gay organization.
Some countries, especially the Nordic countries, and the
United States, to some extent, can be approached directly. The
Western developed countries are most accessible, Hockenberry
said, "because their national movements are at least open and
becoming stronger. Their national governments have to pay
attention to them. They may not want to, but they realize this
is becoming an increasingly powerful pressure group. Therefore, they at least have to talk to the group, whereas groups in
the developing world are back where we were a decade ago.
They don't have the organizations by-and-large. There are ·
some just now beginning and that's an exciting thing to see
happen.''
Sometime in the future, Lynch said, he would like the
IGA. to hold a conference in North America. "It's unfair to
ask North Americans alway~ to come. to Europe and that
would give us the opportunity to come here.
"It would be interesting to test the Immigration Laws,
whether we'd be banned from coming in. That's a political
issue for American gay people because it won't affect us too
much as tourists. There might be a lot of gay people here,
though, who would want to bring over their gay lovers. ,_
"The Dutch have changed their laws on immigration and
now let gay persons bring in their lovers. There are certain
conditions. For example, they must be in touch with each
other for two years writing letters."
Of course, the American Liaison Office will be concerned
with U.S. Immigration and Naturalization policies, along with
other major IGA interest areas. The office will also work with
the World Council of Churches and international labor
organizations, pushing for their support for gay rights around
the world.
Lynch also stressed he would like for gay people to have
"old magazines, flyers, hand-outs, or any gay momentoes that
they're going to throw out" to, instead, put them in a package
and mail it to the Liaison Office. "What you might think is of
no use, the Liaison Office might want. It's very important that

A

. . . Swedish gays began to p~ure the government until their actions
fmally culminated in what they called a "sick-in." Gays called their
employers and said, 0 1'm sorry, but I can't come in to work today."
The employers asked, ''Are you ill?'' ''Yes,'' the employees answered,
''I'm seriously ill - "I'm seriously homosexual!" ... The employer
was bound to give sick leave from work ·on those grounds. ·
will take up the issue where people as gay activists are arrested
and imprisoned because of gay activities in fighting for
issues."
For the record, the U.S. Section of Amnesty International
states it "had been instructed by its 1979 Annual Meeting to
advocate the adoption as prisoners of conscience all those imprisoned solely for their sexual orientation,'' a position which _
"did not carry" at the International Council Meeting (ICM) in
·
Belgium.
A letter from AI/USA clarifies the debate: "It is important, however, to stress that the debate was not on the question
of whether or not the imprisonment of homosexuals is a violation of their human rights. As the resolution states, it clearly
is. The issue debated was whether this particular human rights
violation falls within Amnesty Intemational's restricted mandate, and if not, whether the mandate, and consequently the·
workload, should be expanded."
Besides those ''imprisoned for the advocacy of homosexual equality," the prisoner of conscience distinction can be
applicable where homosexuality "can reasonably be assumed
to be a pretext . _ . for repressing any other advocacy" apart
from violence or violent activities. Thus, a gay person imprisoned for homosexuality as an excuse to silence protest on
any issue can be considered a prisoner of ,conscience.
Amnesty states it "already can, and does, work against
the execution and torture of all prisoners, including those arrested on _charges related to homosexuality.''
In addition, the 1979 resolution recommends the International Executive Council ''to ask one or more national sections
jointly to prepare an overall study of the problems involved in
the possible acknowledgement of persons imprisoned solely
because of their sexual orientation or nature as prisoners of
conscience and present that study to the ICM in 1981 ot
1982."

Lynch said, "The work is not over yet. There's nothing
-stopping gay people who are not politically out-front from
joining their local section of AI. Then, when others raise the
issue of the adoption of gay prisoners, they [the closeted gays]
will dutifully put up their hands in fav0r. This is the way
people can act as •sleepers'. They've done their p0litical act,
yet no one knows whether they're gay or not.
'
"The important thing is that we must prepare.our information (carefully) for submission to get gay people adopted as
prisoners. We must make sure that our facts are correct. We're
in the best position to know about people who are imprisoned.
Perhaps if people are imprisoned, because of the prison system, they are being abused as gay people. But we must do our
homework. We must get involved."
.
"We can't achieve our aims in two years. It's an on-going
process. We must show that we're concerned about other
pepple who are imprisoned. We can't be one-sided about this.
In other words, we've got to take our place within Amnesty
and we've got to work with people who may not have worried
about us before."

we protect our own culture and not let what has happened
before happen again."
The IGA has designated the 28th of June as "International Gay Solidarity Day." Lynch said, "We tried to bring
this as near to Stonewall (as possible), but everyone celebrates
Stonewall at different times.
"On this one day, the idea is that every gay person wear a
flower - a carnation. Not being nationalistic, of course, I su9~
gested we all dye our carnations green, like Oscar Wilde who
wore green. People would certainly see the visibility of gay
people with their green flowers all around the world. It means
that television would pick it up. At least the flower would
stand out. It's a way of using symbols."
ockenberry said, "Since ·this trip, we expect the
number of American organizations (in the IGA) to increase dramatically. It brings up another problem on
an organization level: nobody wants Americans to dominate
it, including the Americans. It brings up: how can we have better representation and still remain an- international body?"
Lynch felt the situation was "very healthy." He said,
"We have to come up withsome form of system that is equitable. Clint and I have drafted a document toward this which
has to go around to all the other organizations. I think it will
be carried. It's not to downgrade any one country or to make
any one country stronger than the other."
Funding for the IGA comes from member organizations.
"Each member organization pays the equivalent of 100 Dutch
guilders." Lynch added, "That's not enough money, there's
no doubt about it. We need much more money. The way we're
trying to raise it -is· by opening up associate membership to
individuals. They will receive all our communications with the
exception of confidential material, which, by its nature, has to
remain so. Hopefully, people will also send in donations."
Individual membership is $15; $20 for a household; and
$25 for a media or associate member organization. Individuals .
and groups interested in becoming IGA members should contact the Washington, DC, Liaison Office.
Lynch remarked on his visit to the United States, saying,
"One thing I've found interesting is how strong the gay community is becoming here is the States." He noted that political
parties are sending representatives to fund-raising events.
"That's a step in the right direction. The politicians, at least,
are beginning to realize that gay people, especially in your
society because of the vote system, often make the difference
in their getting elected or not. I think that's quite clear with the
Mayor of Washington, OC. He seems to have lived up to all
his promises. I think the American gay people should be very
proud of this."
For further information about IGA, write:
International Gay Association, Liaison Office
cl o Gay Community Center /D C
/
1469 Church Street NW

H

Washington, DC 20005,- U.S.A.

The office telephone number is (202) 234-6268.
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Why spend so much
money on vacatio n
-_·i when Buddies is so hot?
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. A touch of the tropics
Beach Party
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Thursday, Januar y 24th
9 p.m. 'til 2 a.m.

· Prizes for the hottest swimwear.
Also, receive a free pass to the
Solarium Suntan Center on
Newbury Street.
733 Boylston Street, Boston 262·2480
Free Validated Parking In Center Garage "Boston's Hottest Disco and Cruise Bar"
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Lesbian in Paris
By Karla Jay
every week in the summer, one of
When I arrived in Paris, I pre- which was a tea-party on Gertrude
sumed that the streets would be Stein's grave. As her grave was
paved with lesbians. I had grown rather small, most of the womeh
up reading everything from Balzac wound up sitting on Oscar Wilde's
to Baudelaire to Zola and Proust. pretentious tomb nearby, but he
Hadn't each of them included at didn't seem to mind. On another
least one lesbian in his work, even Sunday, I joined the Anglophones
if it were a damned one? And then for a picnic at· St.-Nom-dethere were the famous lesbians of Bretagne, a wooded area about an
Paris: Gertrude Stein, Alice B. hour by train from Paris. It was
Toklas, Natalie Clifford Barney, raining as usual (e\(en if you
Renee Vivien, Romaine Brooks, normally hate umbrellas, consider
Colette. Yes, even American lesbi- one for Paris), and despite
ans (especially American lesbians) assurances about how hardy the
lived in Paris. It would be simple: Anglophones are, only two
I would sit on one of the bridges women, one American and one
spaning the Seine and get picked French, showed up. Hundreds of
up as easily as the poor waif artist French mosquitos turned out to
in Les Biches is picked up by the serenade us as we ate our
rich lesbian, played by Stephane sandwiches, pissed hurriedly in
Audran in the movie. If I really the woods, and got back on the
lucked out, Stephane Audran, my train to Paris. In August, the
heartthrob (totally unrequited and American lesbians leave Paris as
unknown to her, alas) would pick does any self-respecting French
me up herself!
person, gay or straight.
. Good thing I don't take my fanIn the winter the Anglophones
tasies all that seriously, or I would hold meetings, do consciousness
have sat on the Pont Alexandre III raising and have writing support
until the rain battered me into the groups. Their best-known writer is
Seine. After living in Paris for an , American
poet,
Jackie
several weeks, I became convinced Lapidus, surely the American lesthat the streets of France hadn't bian mayor of Paris.
seen any hot lesbian action since
Of course, there are bars in
1953 when Natalie Barney, then Paris, b,ut I only heard of two
aged about 80, picked up a young which weren't tourist traps for
thing (in her fifties) on a bench heterosexuals: the Katmandou
along the Boulevard des Anglais and Hellzapoppin'. Both are very
in Nice.
expensive. For those of us who
However, there are lesbians in can hardly afford a New York bar
Paris, but they're not very easy to at $3-5 entry (including one or
locate. While I was there, there more drinks), it's a real shock to
were no separate lesbian groups discover that Paris is much worse.
operating the way we do here in A glass of hard liquor costs fifty
the States. The closest thing to a francs - that's over $12 in saglesbian group in Paris was the ging U.S. dollars! Each and every
Anglophones, a group of English- subsequent drink after that also
speaking women living in Paris, costs fifty francs. Most lesbians
most of them Americans and most learn to sip . one glass of scotch
of them true red, white, c;1nd blue throughout the evening.
- do those colors make lavender?
The cost of the evening, how- lesbians. They have "outings" ever, does not end with your

drink. You can get to the bar
cheaply on the metro or buses.
However, the bars don't get going
until 11 p.m. or later, and the
metro and the buses stop running
at l a.m. Unless you live or are
staying nearby, you will have to
take a taxi home. This means that
you should plan on spending
about one hundred francs (about
$25) per person for a night on the
town.
As for the bar itself, I won't
bore you with a description as
lesbian bars around the world
almost all seem to be made in the
same factory, as alike as are the
French and American MacDonalds. (Qui, cheries, these culi- ·
nary disasters are big hits in
Paris.)
There are other places to meet
lesbians in Paris, My own modesr
"almost success" was .in a·feminist restau·rant, les Ogresses. The
restaurant served French homestyle food at modest prices. I had
a good ratatouille - the French
national vegetable dish made from
eggplant for about fifteen
francs ($3.50). The waitresses and
cooks sat outside drinking beer
while we ate, and we 11ad to get up
and find them if we needed
anything. Since we were talking in
English and the people at the next
table were talking in Dutch, the
waitresses didn't feel, apparently,
there was anyone there worth
paying attention to! The Dutch
women at the next table, however,
were charming and spoke some
broken English. lt was Bastille
Day (July 14), and they agreed to
meet two friends and myself later
to see the fireworks. We were
never able to locate them later, as
several million French people were
tearing through the streets. Thus
my almost success. On my second
visit to the restaurant, the owners
Continued on Page 13

Ermanggm9 KMR Smiling_ _
"Ermangarde keep smiling, no
man wants a little ninny. ,, So says
Dolly Levi to Horace Van de
Gelder's niece, Ermangarde, in
the musical comedy 'Hello Dolly'.
Ermangarde's sheltered life· and
shy demeanor prompt Dolly's
· forceful injunction. This column
is dedicated to all of us who share
Ermangarde's reticent nature and
who have, from years of bitter experience, learned the need to keep
smiling.

By Gregg Howe
I ended my television addiction
at the cancellation of The Flying
Nun, the last series in which a
tasteful hat played a part. Since
that time I have allowed myself to
view only old Bette Davis movies,
select I Love Lucy reruns, and
Masterpiece Theatre presentations
(the gowns are nearly always divine in these shows). My television
addiction was easy to overcome as
I was tired of .watching straight
people and their problems. I grew
up with straight people and as a
class they lack the imagination to
have new and creative problems.
It would appear, however, that
I am going to have to dust off my
set. There already is a rumor that.
several cable television servkes are
-planning to add more gay programming in the near future and
that network executives, cognizant of the high spending power
of family-less gays (particularly
gay males), are not far behind in
their own plans. With such natural accounts as Perrier, Kawasaki, Vaseline, Adidas, etc. it is
not surprising that television executives are contemplating the development of gay television series.

We can rest assured of course themselve~ as traveling evangelists,
that the exeuctives wish to create the Devils must win the confiprograms which will reflect the dence of Operation Sodom's sagay lifestyle as honestly arid cre- - distic and charismatic leader.
atively as their present program~ Old West Hot
This western series is set in San
ming reflects the straight lifestyle.
The following are but a few of Francisco in the 1860s. Burt ·
the ideas that are-no doubt being Jacks, with the aid of his Chinese
bantered about concerning the de- houseboy; Caco, is striving to
velopment of gay television pro- ·bring culture to this untamed
world. If it takes a gun to protect
gramming.
his opera house, Burt will not be
daunted .
Opening episode: A group of
redneck cowboys threatens the
opening of Wagner's Rienzi. Burt
cannily seduces the cowboys' leader and through blackmail forces
him to act as a spear carrier in the
· production. This seduction is ac. complished only after Burt liter. ally shoots the chaps off the cowAction Drama Series
boy leader at twenty paces.

So we've created a lover's kind of store
... your kind of store.
We know that when it comes -to gifts
between lovers ... especially on Valentine's Day ... the ordinary just won't do.
You want something fresh ... something
, to surprise and delight ... something deliciously different ... a gift that says: "This
one's for you ... just you."
That's why our aisles and shelves are
alive with imaginative gifts to match your
love style. Whether it's the quiet senti.ment of a heart (our selection may make
yours skip a beat) or the bouncy good
humor of a massage oil, whether it's
something warm or witty that you are .
looking for, our selection of gifts for lovers
has something to catch your mood.

.v.

uid

Carlotta's Devils

Quitzy

This one-hour weekly series
would feature Ethel Merman as·
Carlotta De Vries, head of an elite
detective agency. The Devils
themselves are three gay male
hunks who, when not on active
duty, lounge around their gymequipped living room. Each segment will expose the Devils in revealing -swimsuits, · towels, jock
straps, etc. The actual sexual entanglements among the Devils will
be kept mysterious, although the
innuendos will leave plenty of
room for the viewer's imagination.
Opening episode: A truck convoy of amyl nitrate is hijacked in
the Bible Belt causing fierce amyl
price wars throughout the land.
The Devils believe the convoy was
hijacked by a militant born-again
Christian organization calling itself
Operation Sodom. Disguising

This medical drama stars Paul
Lynde as Dal (pronounced Doll)
Quitzy, a disease specialist who
swishes and ·wisecracks through
one epidemic after another. Quitzy is obsessed by his gorgeous but
asexual assistant, Butch.
Opening episode: Quitzy tries to
find the source of a new strain of
terminal gonorrhea, which he believes is emanating from a high
class call boy service, i.e., hit
service, operated by the mafia.

And if it's cats or a cat-lover that you
·1ove, our downstairs is a special Valentine discovery.

c1

~ J

~!:

G.N.Y.P.D.

I ~,

In this police drama we follow
the daring exploits of the · Gay
Squad of the New York City
Police Dept. The series focuses on ·
Bill, John, and Jill, and the somewhat unorthodox methods they
employ to crack their cases, much
to the chagrin of Comm: Doug
Smith, portrayed by Jack Webb .

LJ

. Continuecfon Page 12
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Reading Left to Left
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Layout and Design
Typing
Typesetting
Business Cards
Rubber Stamps
Envelopes, Stationery

• Offset Printing
• Photocopying
• Collating
• Binding
· •Folding
• Reductions

115 Water St.
Boston. Mass. 02109
(617) 426-4515

We Provide Complete Printing Services
To Suit All Your Printing Needs
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/TELEPHONE: 247-3500
DICK GREENLEAF
478 COLUMBUS AVE.
SOUTH END, BOSTON

BROWN FOR PRESIDENT
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Join us while the national campalsn Is headquartered In Boston. Activities Include:
Precinct work: Boston, north & south shores, central & western Mass.
Literature distribution
News monitoring
Caucuses
Communications: Telephones, envelopes, weekly meetings, melllngs, etc.

Volunteers welcome, day & cvenln!J, 89 State Street, Boston, or call Katherine Pettus,
.
State Coordinator, (617) 973-4500.
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Help canvass New Hampshire with safe-cnersv, Issue-oriented lltcratur.e now through
the February !!6th primary.
(603) 669-1147
889-5618
742-9635
352-7811
752-6444
224-2~7

MANCHESTER
NASHUA
DOVER
KEENE
BERLIN
CONCORD

22 Chestnut Street
142 Mein Street
22 Chestnut Street
11 Centre! Square
135 Mein Street
8 Mein Street

By Steve Forgione
Even though articles have
appeared in many newspapers and
journals reflecting a Marxist
critique of gay oppression and the
struggle against it, very little has
been printed in a pamphlet or
book format. However, there are
now several pamphlets/booklets
made available from the radical
from
range
which
presses
historical accounts to analyses and
polemics on theory and practice
dealing with this question. Several
of them have been in print for
awhile, but since ·their subject
matter is even more relevant
today than when they were published, they deserve to be listed
here again.
The lengthier contributions are
from World View Publishers. It is
fortunate that they have recently
reprinted Bob McCubbin's The
Gay Question in a second edition.
By using an anthropological and
historical approach in this pioneering work, McCubbin gives a
Marxist view of the roots and
history of gay oppression. The
author concludes that a complete
restructuring of society (socialist
revolution) i~ necessary in order to
end centuries of gay oppression.
The main criticism I have of this
work is that it's too short (and
therefore sketchy in places). One
can only regret that an expanded
edition of this piece wasn't forthcoming.
World View's new release, off
the press just in time for the Oct.
14 March on Washington, is In Th
Spirit Of Stonewall. It is an interesting compilation of news articles
Workers World (the
from
newsweekly of the Workers World
Party and Youth Against War and
Fascism-YAWF) that covers the
different develQpments in the lesbian/ gay movement. since the
Stonewall Rebellion. Through
these articles, one gets a broad
view of the many faceted struggles
of . lesbians and gay men.
Arranged chronologically, the articles recount the fight against
governmental attacks, righ,t-wing
violence, and the hate campaigns
of Bryant, Briggs, and Co. There
are also pieces about court battles
for custody rights, the plight of
gay prisoners, transvestites, and
transsexuals and the many other
issues which have become part of
our common struggle for liberation. Besides instilling pride in the
achievements of our brothers and

20G <lollege Gtt1e.
Dat1is $quar<?, $omer'i?ilfo

l

&arlr a.m. -

Donuts, muffins, danish,
light breakfast

.$ubs ~ .$anawicq~s
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Call for Fast Service 623-7050
HOURS: 6:30 AM TIL 6:30 PM
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class struggle in perspective. In
particular, they discuss anti-gay
bigotry and anti-feminism as an
important political force gaining
momentum as economic and
social crises worsen. (One need
only point to the lavish multimillion dollar reception for the
pope recently, while he helped fan
the flames of reaction against the
gay and feminist movements.
Both pamphlets provide a positive
contribution to an analysis and
program for action and deserve to
be studied.
The titles of the pamphlets are

10010.

The Meaning of Gay Liberation

A different type of publication
is the collection of essays published by the Gay and Lesbian
Task Force of the NAM (New
American Movement) Socialist
Feminist Commission. It is the
first issue of Working Papers On

by John F. Burnett and Sex,
Family and the New Right by
Linda Gordon and Allen Hunter.
Send .65 to Burnett at 716A
Clayton, San Francisco, CA
94117 for his piece, while
Gordon/Hunter's can be ordered
from New England Free Press, 60
Union Square, Somerville, MA
02143 for .50.
Finally, the theo'retical/programmatic fight that took place in
the then Los Angeles-based group
Lavender and Red Union, which
ended with the Union's dissolution into two Marxist groups (the
Sparticist League and the Revolutionary Socialist League), has produced a Document of Struggle:

Gay/Lesbian Liberation and
Socialism. It costs $1.00 and can
be sent for at: NAM, 3244 N.
Clark, Chicago, IL 60657.
The essays are varied, but all
deal with the question of gay
liberation and its relationship to
the questions of sexuality and capitalism, culture, ideology, "the
personal as political;'' and similar
issues. These are all issues not
generally taken up by the Left
when dealing with this subject. An
important feature of the Working
Papers is its open invitation to its
readers for critiques and new articles for future issues. In this way,
an on going discussion will evolve
between NAM members and nonmembers. NAM's intent in issuing
Working Papers is to reach out to
two particular audiences: those
socialists who don't see the importance of the lesbian/gay liberation
movement to their movement, and
those gay men and women who do
not see the relevance of a socialist
perspective to their fight for liberation. Though this is a publication
of an organization, there is no
party sloganeering, but rather an
honest and open discussion by
lesbians and gay men themselves,
about their oppression and
struggle as Marxists. If handled
properly, the Working Papers
could serve as a much needed
theoretical journal of the gay Left
in the U.S., along with Gay Insurgent (a quarterly produced in
Philadelphia).
Two other pamphlets of note
discuss the same issues. They are
timely in putting certain recent
developments in the American

Gay Liberation through Socialist
Revolution. The basic issues
battled out in the Lavender and
Red Union are ones still to be confronted in many organizations of
the Left (particularly the Socialist
Workers Party-SWP). These
issues concern the evaluation of
the importance and the dynamic
of the lesbian/gay struggle in relation to the struggle for socialist
revolution. This document reveals
the shamming of those socialists
who say that they are against gay
oppression, but at the same time
refuse to concretely integrate this
party's
their
into
struggle
program.
The Document of Struggle: Gay

Liberation
Revolution

Through

Socialist

costs .SO and is
ordered from RSL, P.O. Box 562,
New York, NY 10036.

I hope that these, too ·few,
publications will encourage other
indiviauals and organizations JO
take up this important task of
providing a clear and unsectarian
discussion and further elaboration
of the relationship of lesbian and
gay liberation movements to the
Left.

In the first episode all three set to teach the faggots to earn thefr
own wav. but grease under the fintheir nurses caps for Lance Mac, a
gernails does not appeal to the
·
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who
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faggot freeloaders.
The two-hour premiere of a strained groin. Lance, however,
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The fun focuses on three male garage in Eugene, Oregon. Deterthe heteros, and are about to be
in
mechanics
best
the
be
to
mined
Boson
flat
a
share
who
nurses
reprogrammed and placed in the
clear
first
must
two
the
west,
the
ton's historic Beacon Hill. We folinfamous Queerbash Squad. Alice
low their amorous exploits and out the previous tenants of the
and Faye must di_sguise themselves
their hilarious careers as they garage·, a group of hippie faggot
as hetero courtesans to effect their
climb the ladder of sports medi- freeloaders.
comrade's ' release.
decides
Sally
episode
first
the
In
cine.

Television

$is.f~r' s $uh .$qop

sisters, these accounts drive home
the cold -fact that these struggles
are as pressing today as they were
ten years ago, despite any progress
that has been made along the way.
Laced among these news items are
good supportive articles on how to
connect gay and lesbian struggles
with those of other oppressed
people. We are reminded by this
pamphlet that Stonewall has
always meant, Fight.Back!
Both booklets cost $2.00 each
plus .50 for postage and can be
ordered from the publisher at 46
W. 21st St., New York, NY
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Paris
Continued from Page 11

were much friendlier and invited
me to their closing party (they
have since moved to a new location), but then I was by myself and
spoke to them in my almost flawless French. (One needs to know
French in Paris, lesbian or not, as
most Parisians do not speak
English, and even if they do know
English, they usually won't speak
it anyway .)
There is also a feminist bookstore in Paris, the Librairie des
Femmes, on the rue Sts. Peres (literally the "street of the holy
fathers": Paris is full of such ironies), but brace yourself for a cold
welcome. Parisians are not known
to be extremely warm to strangers,
but these women went out of their
way to be cold and uninterested.
Luckily I had been forewarned
that these women treated everyone, French or ffOt, with the same
lack of hospitality. They seemed
genuinely annoyed that customers
were interrupting whatever it is
they do when they have no
customers. They didn't know their
stock, were not interested in

ordering what was not on their '
shelves, and they were often
closed 'without explanation during
. hours they are supposed to be
open. (Note that many French
businesses close during lunch:
12-2 p.m.) I finally wound up
giving my business to a little,
woman-owned bookstore in my
neighborhood, as they gladly
ordered books for me.
As opposed to my negative experiences with feminist establishments, I had good luck on the
streets. French women, of whatever sexuality, will flirt with you,
arid often the lines between
hetero- and homosexuality seem
much thinner in Paris: most of the
straight women I spoke with there
readily related their lesbian experiences.
Being gregarious myself, I was
not averse to talking with total
strangers on the street, but most
women would just smile and flirt
and keep walking away. When I
glanced over my shoulder, they
were still smiling as they moved
further away. Customs and gestures do not mean the same thing
in every country, and one should
exercise caution. However, I did

•
617/536-3111
Natural body care products for face, hair and skin for men and women

manage to strike up som'e nice
conversations with total strangers
and get sound information, or at
least a friendly chat.
Mostly, I wound up meeting
other lesbians through friends and
friends of friends, and gradually
my circle of acquaintances broadened until I knew almost as many
women in Paris as I do in New
York, my hometown. I made
many close friends I hope to keep
the rest of my life, and I met many
informed, liberated, fascinating
lesbians there . .
Would I recommend that other
lesbians go to Paris? Well, it's not
as liberated as Amsterdam, which
boasts lesbian graffiti on the walls
of buildings. And it's certainly not
like in those novels I read far too
many of anyway. But if you leave
your illusions and stereotypes
behind (women ·who look like they
have to be lesbians often aren't,
alas) and take good French
language skills and lots of francs
with you, Paris is still the city of
endiess charm and romance, the
city of love. And of course ... I
did fall in love there,
'-©1979, 1980 by Karla Jay

Damon & Pythias
Gertrude & Alice
Fold & Stuff

SHAMPOO:

honeydew, coconut, amaretto, papaya
HAIR OILS: jojoba, rosemary

SOAPS, SEA SPONGES, AND MUCH, MUCH MORE.

□ 3 years (150 issues)

□

2 years (100 issues)

□

1 year ( 50 issues)
25 weeks
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. Newsstand
Price
$75.00
$50.00
$25.00 ·
$12.50
$6.00

Subscription
Price
$47.00
$33.50
$17.50
$10.00
$5.00

These rates are for subscriptions within USA. Add 20% for foreign.
AMOUNTS RECEIVED IN EXCESS WILL BE CONSIDERED
DONATIONS, WHICH ARE GREATLY APPRECIATED.
0 NEW

0 RENEWAL

Name _____________________

Honeydew, orange, strawberry, raspberry
peppermint, anise, tangerine, lemon
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□

LOTION EROTIQUE POUR L'AMOUR ET LE MASSAGE:
MASSAGE OILS:

MARCH ALONG EVERYWEEK
WITH

on fridays
at five
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Address _ _.;..._______________ _ __
· _ Zip _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_

Stop in, telephone, or send
for free mail order brochure

Mail with payment ~o:

GCN Subscriptions
22 Bromfield St.
Boston, MA 02108

78 Dartmouth St. (near Appleton) Boston, MA 02116

Name ______________-=-------
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Account No.---------'--- - - - - - - - Expiration Date ________________
Signature
□

□ VISA

MASTERCHARGE

All subscriptions are sent in sealed, plain envelopes. Make check or
· money order payable to "GCN,,_ Do NOT send cash through the,
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·
except for mailing GCN.

Disco, sa ·

STAY IN TOUCH
WITH YOUR COMMUNITY

the perfect settin
for the per£ec

Package incl
limosine serv·
Hunter Moun

0
week e n d s k i retreat
$225. per person.
Call Alden for details.

212-475-3869.

GAY~HEALTH~LESBIAN
At the Fenway Community Health Center we look out
for 'our brothers and sisters.
Gynecology, colds, VD, hypertension, nutrition .
For young & old.
By lesbian & ~ay male medical providers.
By appointment Mon.-Fri. days and Mon. evening.
Walk-in VD session Wed. 6:30-8 p.m.

FENWAY COMMUNITY .HEALTH CENTER
16 Haviland St., Bosto}:1, MA

(617) 267-7573

t{A0/o&JR~, Z() IJ NI) Z!
WE HAVE
•
•
•
•

30,000 LPs in stock
Jazz, Rock, Classical, Disco, Folk, Shows & Movies ·
New & Old Records - Bargains & Rareties
A guarantee on all records

WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR YOUR RECORDS
• High values on trades
829 Boylston St., Boston
Open Mon.-Thurs. 10-10
Fri. and Sat. 10-Midnight
Sunday Noon-6

SELECTED BY EVENING MAGAZINE
AS THE BEST BET
IN USED RECORD STORES
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_Cl_asslfl•ds
JUST FP.IENDS
LESBIAN SQUASH PLAYER

Seeks other lesbians, any skill level, to
play at YWCA or elsewhere, after 5
weeknights. Good sense of humor a
(26)
must! GCN Box 185.
Gay Parents - do you have a child that
needs a big brother? GWM interest ed.,
responsible, political, ethical, teaching
background. I live in Boston. Write: P.O.
Box 918, Provincetown, MA 02657.
(29)
ATTENTION:
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS
Inflation has finally caught up with the
classifieds. $3.00 non-business rate
will go to $4.00; $4.00 business rate will
go to $5.00 (no increase in charges for
extra lines beyond the basic four line
ads). Display classifieds (boxed ads)
will go from $8 to $10.00 per column
inch. Pick-up boxes will remain at $1.00
for 6 wks, but forwarding boxes will go
from $3.00 to $4.00 for 6 wks, and from
$5.00 to $6.00 for 3 mos. NOW is the
time to get your ad in - before the
rates go up, on or about March 1.
Thanks for advertising with us in the
past. We have held the current rates for
over three years, and have finally given
in to the inevitable.

PERSONALS
MOUSIE MOUSIE WILDFLOWER
We took a chance and fixed the btig
Now Doodle's noise is just a chug
Transmission should not bother us
So we don't have to take the bus.
But we could still be flash frozen.
Ain't life the great adventure???
I love you more than the price of gold.
All my love, Porcupine.
UNO UNO UNO

It was wonderful to see you both again,
you and all the kiddies. Almost froze my
feet on the way home, but, at least,
there were no problems with the car.
Thank you for everything. We will send
you a contract, in triplicate, for next
appointment, ok???? Love you.
GWF, 30 stable, warm & indep seeks
stable GF 30-40 who enjoys life, for a
sincere & honest friendship/relationship in No. VT or NH. GCN Box 177. (26)
ATTENTION:
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS
Inflation has finally caught up with the
classifieds. $3.00 non-business rate
will go to $4.00; $4.00 business rate will
go to $5.00 (no increase in charges for
extra lines beyond the basic four line
, ads). Display classifieds (boxed ads)
will go from $8 to $10.00 per column
inch. Pick-up boxes will remain at $1.00
for 6 wks, but forwarding boxes will go
from $3.00 to $4.00 for 6 wks, and from
$5 00 to $6 00 for 3 mos NOW is the
time to get your ad in - before the
rates go up, on or about March 1.
Thanks for advertising with us in the
past. We have held the current rates for
over three years, and have finally given
in to the inevitable.
ROBERT,BOBBY,8O8

How the hell are all three of you??? Are
you getting your subscription yet? If
not, why not??? Stan, If you see this
and R Band B doesn't, please lend him
your old dirty copy and tell him to jump
on our sub dept. We miss both of you.
Life goes too fast. It's been so long ...
LINDA AND MARILYN

Together and/or separately, how about
getting In touch??? We think of you
often always wishing you well and
remembering our lovely weekend with
you in the summer.
Wine, waterlilies, walking and you! Attr.
gentl br skin, curly h, F, 26, of mixed
orig, sks U. U Ran attr, slim, zany, cuddly, mature F of Asian, Latin or Cauc
(26)
bgrd. GCN Box 181.
HAVE I TOLD YOU TODAY?
It Isn't our anniversary
And it isn't your birthday
But it Is a good day to say
How much I love you - Your Babe. (26)
GWF musicians sk multitalented GF
musicians to form 6-7 piece band, must
read, own equip. Original material welcome. All styles, serious only. Call (617)
(26)
462-9727.
INTERESTED IN SF?
GM, 30 SF fan, will be attending .the
World SF Con in Aug. Seeks someone
w/similar interest in SF for correspondence and maybe place to stay during
Con. Write: Joe, PO Box 2166, Phila, PA.
(27)
19103.
GWF, lower Cape, late 40s, wld lk meet
same to form close frndstip. I'm· intel,
attr, wrm, sincere, like quiet dinners, gd.
rnusic, Ing walks, quiet loving people.
No role players, no men, pis. GCN Box
(27)
182.
DOV BEN KHA YYIM

Your letter appeared in GCN Jan. 5
issue. A reader sent a letter to you c/o
GCN. Pis send your address to GCN,
attention: Classifieds, so that we can
forward the letter to you.
Gay women write/meet with con.fiden-·
1iality & supportiveness through the
Wishing Well Magazine and services.
Intro copy $3 ppd. Also offering Gay
Women Travel Tours. Information: P.O.
(28)
Box 664, Novato, CA94947.

WHAT SIZE DO YOU HAVE?

THE MARCH AND THE MEDIA
Booklet of ~lippings from almost 50
daily and weekly newspapers in mainstream media on the March on Washington. Send $5 donation to Eric Rotes,
45 Garden St., #6, Boston, MA 02114. An
impressive gift for any activist.

3x5? That's what we're looking for! File
cabinets for 3x5 cards, preferably in
rows of 3 (to fit in with the ones we already have) Call Mike at 426-4469 if
(c},
·
you've got any!

"GWF prof 30's shy at parties, bars. Into
GF, soon to be released seeks friends
nature, animals, especially horses,
and correspondents. Please write to
wish to meet women for friendship,
her. C. Green 27914, Box 900, Jefferson
horse fun, perhaps more. GCN Box 178.
(12) · _ _ _ _
(30)
City, Missouri.
seeks emotionstudent
grad
24,
GWF
SCOT TREMBLEY OR MAREILA
ally stable, secure G F 23 + to form
Remember Ft. Lauderdale? Keys? Want
supportive, non manipulative relationto get in touch with you. I'm Bill from
ship. Looks unimportant, but a strong
Michigan, and will help you if you need
sense of self, sense of humor and honit. Please call collect 906-225-1046. (26)
(26)
esty are. GCN Box 180
GWM, 34 5'11½", 150 lbs, seeks longYOUNG? UNCUT?
term friendship with other gays, especiGoodlkg WM seeks thin , uncut boy who
ally Asians, but not exclusively so. Procould use a sincere, discreet, intelfessional, relatively new to Boston area.
ligent, understanding, cheerful friend.
Considered handsome, quiet, honest,
(27)
Write GCN Box 175.
stable, sensitive, sincere, caring and
SEEKING LESBIAN ARTISTS
independent. Likes: music, movies,
Am interested in working with Boston
travel, conversation, and the company
area lesbian artists for the GALAS naof friends. Prefer to meet people 26-36
tional festivities planned for May. Conyrs of similar personality. GCN Box 171.
(26)
tact Col lee~ 527-9384.
(27)
numbe1
box
a
to
respond
to
wish
you
If
Simply put I'm a GWM businessman,
in any of our ads, send to GCN Classi•
32, who is looking 4 a classy, clean
fieds, Box_ _ , 22 Bromfield St., Bos
shaven guy over 18 to take to a movie
ton, MA 02108.
and dinner at least once in a while.
628-7220, or possibly the exact opposite! Late night quicky? I'm open to
(29)
suggestions.
MARRIED MEN GAY/Bl GROUP
Therapy group focusing on needs of
Warm sensitive GWF seeks friendship
Gay/Bi men married to women has
· with-other GWF 30 +. I like long walks,
openings. Call"Francls Giambrone, MA.
reading, good conversation, Boston,
661-2032 or 24 hr ans serv 661-7890. (29)
tennis, good people & lobster! Interest(27)
ed? GCN Box 172.

SERVICES

WOMEN'S SUBURBAN
PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES

FRIENDS OF JIL CLARK
Jil is laid up with a bad back. And we all
know there are more interesting companions. Any well wishes should be
sent to her at GCN, 22 Bromfield St.
Bos. 02108.
Man, 35, lkr,g 4 healthy, happy physically flt guy, probly ynger, 4 something lnglstng. Things I like: Building and
making things, wilderness canoeing,
music, art, swimming, kids, dogs,
horses, ice cream, TV, movies, bks,
being w/friends, being alone, loving,
talking, laughing, staying home, going
out, the city, the bush. Don't like:
Cruising, bars, pickles, strobe lights,
chrome & glass furniture, using a wantad to meet someone. Considered attractive, 6 ', 180, personable, reasonably
br•ght, versatile, warm, independent,
stable. Photo not essential, but would
be appreciated. Bob Williams, Box 362,
Station K, Toronto, Canada.

INDIVIDUAL AND COUPLE.
PSYCHOTHERAPY AND REFERRAL.
for women, their friends, ond fontilies.

DIFFERENT STROKES
Custom painting - quality assured reasonable prices. For information call
(26)
522-5958, ask for Ginny or Tony.

§

9am-5pm
Mon.-Fri.
9am-7pm
Wed.
11 am-2pm
Sat.
739 Boylston St., Suite 407
247-1832
.
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING
Turley and Associates announces registration open for January groups. Call
(22)
(617) 965-2040 for more info.
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It's old, but it's beautiful
Its filigree is fine
Twas worn at the Old Stonewall,
Castro Village and The Pines
My Mother wore it as a lass
in bygone days of yore,
And on the Twenty-eighth I wear
The bra my mother wore
Simon Vladimir de Goldilox-Goldilox.
(30)

GWM 40's rjEW TO MANSFIELD
Area, enjoy good smoke, sincere masc
friends, fishing, opera, music, arts, life,
· outdoors, honesty, humor, write GCN
(26)
aox 176.
WLF, NYC area, mid 20s, warm, petite,
nursed lover until death recently. Emotlonally spent, seeks giving, caring LF
willing to share climb back into living in
mutually satisfying relationship. Pis
(26)
ans soon. GCN Box 186.
WATER SPORTS
GWM 29 loves water sports. Wants to
meet gdlkng guys 16-50 for gollien
pants
shwr-shitscenes-enemas-dirty
fun. Tell me what you like & how. Photo/
fone ans first. Occupant, Box 161,
(27)
Millis, MA02054.
GM, gd shape, reas attr 31, sks mature,
settled, 25-35, into smlr things: News,
Old Boston, skating, musicals, conditionlng, TM, learning, languages, singIng, group discussions; smart, masc.
(28)
GCN Box 187.
BROWN BEAR,
Welcome home. I missed you.
Your Pretty Lady
ATTRAC, WELL OFF HARV-ED GWM
30, Camb seeks one man lover 20-32:
shd Ike domestic evenings, books, edc,
people, 'travel. Possible live-in for right
guy. Detailed ·letters w/photo only. If
you are sensitive, affec, gdlk, romantic
& ready for life long commit w/estab
guy, this cd be it. Be serious, I am! GCN
(28)
Box 179. .
'

GWM 33 prof resp seeks apt to share
thru June. Must be quiet & near T. Unshared studio/1 br also possible. Peter
(27)
1617) 547-7138, 8-10 pm only.

,

·

{617) 965-1311 for appt.

MASS BAY SINGLE MEN'S GROUP
This Monday night therapy group has
an opening and would welcome a new
member. Give us a call for more
information. Contact Frank Ring at
(21, 23, 24, 26)
965-1311.

ATTENTION:
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS
Inflation has finally caught up with the
classifieds. $3.00 non-business rate
will go to $4.00; $4.00 business rate will
go to $5.00 (no increase in charges for
extra lines beyond the basic four line
ads). Display classifieds (boxed ads)
will go from $8 to $10.00 per column
inch. Pick-up boxes will remain at $1.00
for 6 wks, but forwarding boxes will go
from $3.00 to $4.00 for 6 wks, and from
$5.00 to $6.00 for 3 mos. NOW is the •
time to get your ad in - before the
rates go up, on or about March 1.
Thanks for advertising with us in the
past. We have held the current rates for
over three years, and have finally given
in to the inevitable.

Lesbian Contact: We are everywhere!
Write to lesbians in other parts of the
U.S. and Canada. Send general information about yourself, (likes, dislikes, hobbies, etc.) and the state or Province
you'd like to write to. Include $1.00 for
postage and handling to: Writesisters,
P.O. Box 8824, Minneapolis, MN 55408.

(F)

HOUSEKEEPING
Reliable experienced cleaning. Excellent references. Call Bob (617) 427-3829,
(26)
Fort Hill.
IT'S TIME
Start changing, growing the way you
want. Sensitive male therapist M.S.
Prof. Trained. Gay-lesbian clients.
Ee lectic approach. (617) 723-5651. (15)

RESORT
Want a weekend in Vermont? A 3-room
furnished apartment, Friday through
Sunday, $90. Near several ski areas.
Write for details or reservations: Resident, Box 234, Woodstock, VT 05091.
(26)

'
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INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES
~NQ GROUP. CO!)NSELING.
Newton Corner, Mass. (off the Pike;

.

\

~ESH RAJ)T
:,ff'. ~uncll

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES

Announces New Hours after Oct. 1, 1979

GWF Young 40, long brown hair & eyes,
tailored fem dress. Very warm & attentive. I love the simple & elegant things
(27)
in life! Respond to GCN Box 167.

P€ASff)T. SToC~

Lexington, Ma11.

(617) 861-8824

ROOMMATES

SERVING THE GAY COMMUNITY
Humanistic counseling for inds and
GWM seeks GM/F to share lge So End
C;Ouples. Open, informal atmosphere.
apt, 200/mo inc heat, hw. Must be neat
Female prof Clinical Soc. Wrk. 15 yrs
and non-smoker. Bob, days, 227-6677.
exp in SF/NYC. Flexible hours. Fee
(27)
negotiable w/bartering when nee. In JP
(26) _ Gloucester, would like to share five
near T. Mariele 522-4572.
room house w/quiet resp GWM, inc ht,
NH GAY COUNSELING
hot water, elec. $150/mo. Please call
Growth and crisis - men and women.
(2~)
Ray at 283-0507 bet 5 & 7 pm.
Individual, couple and family. t,.yn
Stoughton GM seeks same to share lg
Foley, Judy Sigler, both MSW, ACSW.
mod mostly furn 2 bdrm apt. $190.mo
By app't only. (603) 224-5600. Concord.
incl util, pkng, pool, AC. 5 min walk to
. THERE'S NOTHING GAY
train to So. Sta. Must be clean. Avail 2/1.
About a drinking problem! For profes(27)
Call 344-0535 after 7 pm.
sional help call Robert Justin Arnold,
Share spacious hse w/2 prof les, 30 + .
MSW, CAC. Mod. fees. Confidential.
Own lrg sunny frpl rm. Winchester, easy
(20)
(212) 788-1596.
8 mi to Bsn, car or train. No cigs, pets,
pref veg . $150+. 729-1148 morn or eve.
Printing, letterheads, flyers, resumes/
(27)
all facets of print services, Gay Owned.
Copy Cellar, 55 Broad St., Boston 542Arlington, GWM , 33 seeks roommate to
(27)
8280.
share clean, neat furnished 6 rm apt in 2
fam home w/yd. & garage. Prefer nonsmoker. Yr share rent, util , phone $240.
CALVIN E. TURLEY & ASSOCIATES
Call after 6 pm or on weekend John
the
·to
Attending
Therapy
(27)
(617) 646-7787.
Psychological and Spiritual
GM cple sks 3rd (M or F) or cple to
Needs of Persons
share 3 bd, lg, vy nice apt in Brookline.
965-2040
Vy · conv to T. Must be neat, rspnsbl,
mature. $200 + G + E. Avbl Feb. 1.
GAY MEN'S THERAPY GROUP "
(26)
267-6782.
Beginning, has openings.
David Seil Associates 536-2665
David Sei-1, M.D. - Director.
Lesbian sks same to share tobacco-free
2 bdrm apt on N. Shore. Interests incl
natural foods, cats, music, avail 2-80.
MASS. BAY
(28)
90/mo + util. Call 922-4548.

Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior to Sunday
publication).
All ads must be paid in advance. No ads accepted by
phone. Make check or money order payable to Gay
Community News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
02I08.
Since we are distributed nationwide, please include your
area code if your ad includes a telephone number.
Non-business: $3.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters
per line); each additional line 25 cents. Headlines are 50
cents per week for 25 characters.

Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a
business): $4.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters per
line) and 50 cents for each additional line. Headlines
are $1.00 for 25 characters.
If you wish to pick up your mail at the GCN office: Our
hours are IO a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday.

There is a charge ofSl.OOfor a phone number included in
a Personal ad.
Box numbers are available at$ 1-.00 for 6 weeks if you pick
up your mail. If, however, you wish your mail forwarded, the rate is $3.00 for 6 weeks. Mail is forwarded
at the end of the 3rd and 6th weeks. If you want mail
forwarded for a 3 month period a $5.00 charge will be
made for the additional time.

Number of weeks ad is to run

Please circle one of the following ad categories:
FOR SALE

INSTRUCTION

JOBS OFFERED

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

JOBS WANTED

JUST FRIENDS

LOST & FOUND

MISCELL.

ORGANIZATIONS

PENPALS

ACCOMMODATIONS

MOVERS
PERSONALS

PUBLICATIONS

PRISONERS

REAL ESTATE
ROOMMATES

RESORTS

RIDES

APARTMENTS

SERVICES

WANTED

Headlines

at $_per wk.

q:

First 4 lines

at $_per wk.

~

at $__per

~

Each

additional

line

wk.

Pick-Up Box No. at $1.00/6weeks

$

Forward Box No. at $3.00/6weeks

(:

Phone Number in Personals at $1.00

$

3 months forwarding at $5.00

$
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Classifieds
WINTER IN THE MOUNTAINS
Ski, snow-shoe, or simply enjoy the
beauty of Vermont. Only moments
away from several ski areas. lnwooa
Manor is your place. Home cooked
For
friendly atmosphere.
meals,
res/Info call Ron or Pete (802) 633-4047.
(26)

AD REPS
Rapidly expanding Feminist Monthly
has openings for P.T.-F.T. reps. Salary
based on experience, plus 15% com(x)
mission. 661-3567.

JOBS WANTED

PH.D.
Clinical psychologist, transperson,
M-F, desperately seeks any kind of
steady, honest work, Eastern-Central
Mass. Have references. GCN Box 183.
(27)
Houseboy position wanted. I'll cook,
clean, shop, and do laundry. Full/part
time, live in/out. Very reasonable.
(27)
353-6445, ask for Ralph.
12 STRING GUITAR
build, 5'7", black hair,
medium
27,
WM
Yamaha FG-230. Excellent condition
beard, hazel eyes. Seeks job working
$125 or best offer. Call Kim at 391 -2033
friendly loving man as live-in com(c) . for
evenings.
pan ion or nurse-attendant. I NEED
LOVE! Seek sincere long love relationship & travel, have US passport expires
5/29/84. Hobbies & interests are easy
Very pleasant efficiency rm/apt w/eat-in
kitchenette. "By the Pru. " Shared bath , listening music, boy watching, boating,
playing chess, swimming, sculpture,
safe home. $50/wk. No smoke, no
lapidary, rock hunting, writing poetry,
drugs, etc. Call 8 am to 8 pm 267-7422.
(25)
woodworking, art, collecting chess bks.
-Will relocate. Rob Scott, Summer Pl,
(26)
Port Orchard, WA 98366.

PP.ISOMERS
GWM 22, 6 ', brn e, It brn h. Desires to
write & establish meaningful friendship/relationship w/fellow GWM's. Will
be out in 9 mos. Dennis Pasley, MCTC,
Rt 3, Box 3333, Hagerstown, MD 21740.
(25)

FOR SALE

APTS

MOVERS

THE JIM CLARK MOVING CO.
Licensed-Insured -Professional ·
24 hrs./day-7 days/wk. No O.T. charges.
354-2184
Local Jobs-Local Rates.
GRANDMOTHERS HELPERS
Anything, anywhere - all -size trucks,
with dollies, straps and pads - fast
and efficient. Very reliable. Careful,
(31)
cheerful and cheap. 864-0844.
Julian Wright Moving Company
Licensed and insured. Reliable.
Ex Pe r i enc e d
66_1_-2_9_5_8_ _ _ _ _~(1~6)
_ ____

IHSTRUCTION
LEARN TO MEDITATE
In the comfort of your home. Only takes
20 mins. Incredibly effortless method.
Fully explained with charts. Cost - $5.
(26)
Call Ann 567-3937 eves.

ACCOMMODATIONS
LAKESIDE COTTAGE FOR RENT
4 rooms - $265/mo + utils. Avallable
year rnd. Located in Halifax, MA. Call
293-6024 after 7pm. Ref & sec dep req.
(26)
.Sorry, no dogs.
THE HOUSE BOSTON
Guest Rooms - Nightly_ Rates
. Furn Rooms & Apts - Wkly Rates
· Restaurant & Bar
_ _ __,(~61_7....c)_7...c.8-=-3·...:c5.:....70.:..1.:...---=-5.:.13.:..1=--_..1(3::.:5:1.)

WANTED

In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alll- ;anr,elMorris County meets every Mon.day at 8:30 p.m. using facllitles · of
Normandy '
Fellowship,
- Untarlan
Heights Rd., Morristown, NJ. Info: (201)
691-0388.
BLACK & WHITE MEN TOGETHER
A new organization now bei ng formed
for Black and White men interested in
each other. Write to BWMT, 279 Col(27)
lingwood, S.F. CA 94114.

.ORGAHIZATIOHS

RHODE ISLAND GAY WOMEN
Group for gay professional women 30 +
now forming in RI area, to meet monthly
for CIR & social. No heavy problems,
please. Women who feel good about
themselves & being gay, please write.
(27)
GCN Box 184.
BOSTON AREA
NEW AMERICAN MOVEMENT
NAM is a national Socialist-feminist org
w/local chapters in more than 40 cities.
Recently active in abortion & reproducUve-in housekeeper for large _N orth . tive rts, gay/lesbian March on Wash.,
anti-nukes, local labor struggles. Info
Shore home. Room, board and small
from Boston-Area NAM, POB 443 ,
wages in return for about 20 hrs of work
each week. Call 927-2605 or write 12 Somerville, MA 02144 or (617) 661 .8372 _
(28) rResfon Gay Rap Group meets twice
Ober St., Beverly, MA 01915.
month, 1st Friday, 3rd Tuesday each
HELP WANTED
Full time, must be 18 yrs or older month. Get It all together! Browns
w/valid driver's license. For appt. call Chapel, Rte. 606 , Reston, VA 22090 _ :
(27)
Century Auto Rentals 426-0003.
JOIN INTEGRITY
Room and board in exchange for dog
care and carpentry work. Call after 4pm, .Gay Episcopalians and Friends. Chapcities, worship program,
major
in
ters
(26)
864-0117.
social events-. Free publication sample
EXCITING OPPORTUNITY
on request. Write J. Lawrence, 10
Ad reps needed to work immediately!
F.T. or P.T. during your own hrs. Meet Mercier Ave., Dorchester, MA 02124.·
(26)
new people, explore new places. Great (617) 262-3057.
D.O.B.
for supplemental income. 20% commission. Will train. Looking for reps to Support organization for lesbians, 1151
Mass Av, Camb. Old Camb Bap. Raps
work NYC, Wash. DC, Mid-west . .. all
areas. Ad agency Inquiries encouraged! . every Tues & Thurs 8pm. 35 plus rap
Call "Varna," Gay , Community ·News 2nd W & 4th Fri, 8pm. Bi-monthly mag(c) azine FOCUS $8.00. Monthly social &
(617) 426-7042.
fund-raising event. Info & office hrs
FUNDRAISER WANTED
Quest: a feminist quarterly (a 501 (C)(3) 661-3633. All women invited to partlci(23)
,pate.
brganization), is looking for a fundralser
NGTF NEEDS YOU
who can work on a commissioned
Join with the largest, fastest growing
basis. In Its fifth year, Quest is an indegay clvll rights group in the country!
pendent journal publishing feminist
The National Gay_ Task Force works
theory and political analysis. Join us in
with a professional staff on media repa unique work experience. Our only reresentatlon, national legislation, inforqulrement is enthusiasm! Contact:
matlon clearing-house, religious reAlexa Freeman, P.O. Box 8843, Washforms, corporate non-discrimination
(x)
ington, DC 20003. (202) 293-1347.
statements, more! Help support our
FUNDRAISER WANTED
work-join now. $20 membership ($5
Earn a commission raising funds for
limi_ted income) includes Newsletter.
the Mass. Caucus for Gay Legislation.
NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave. Rm. 1601, New
Exciting part-time work. Call after 3,
.
_
York, NY 10011 .
1. Thank you.
_M-Th at !4~:481 _

JOD OPPOP.TUHITIES

a

BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
EXODUS
sponsors
Dignity/Boston
MASS, a liturgy for gay and concerned
Catholics, every Sunday at Arlington
Street Church (Boston), right side entrance on Arlington St, at 5:30pm. For
info contact Dignity/Bost.on, 355 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02114. Tel.
536-6518.
NH LAMBDA
Box 1043, Concord, NH 03301. 3324440, 889-1416, 224-3785, 399-4927,
224-8517. A statewide lesbian organization, meeting the third Saturday of
every month. Support, education and
political action, s_ince 1976.
IDENTITY HOUSE
Lesbian, gay, bl, peer counseling and
groups. Rap groups: 2:30_5pm Sat. for
women, and Sun. for men. Free walk-in
counselling. Sun.-Tues. 6-10pm. Donations accepted. 544 Ave. of Americas,
NYC. 212-243-8181.
SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
Lesbian Mothers National Defense
,
Fu;d, 2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle,
W 98109· <206> 282•5798 · Membership
s5.oo.
GAY SWITCHBOARD OF NYC
When you're in New York, give us a call
for the latest information on gay and
lesbian events, which bars to go to,
where to st ay, what group. to contact,
and which businesses to patronize. Call
us to rap or Just to say hello. (212)
777-1800, from 3pm un'til midnight. (20)
Metropolitan Community Church of
Boston, services each Sunday at 7:00
_p.m. (hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge
St., Boston (Old Wes! Church). Edward
T. Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All
persons are welcome.
• METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
CHURCH OF WORCESTER
Church service at 2 Wellington St., 7pm
Sundays. Potluck Supper and Communlon every Weds. at 7pm. 753-8360.
AFFIRMATION
For United Methodist Lesbian and Gay
Male Concerns-New England Chapter. For more information and/or
.~.P.P9n.I_eply to GCN Box 985.

Interested in starting a rap group for
r(lature, settled gays 25-40, free, not
prof led, not crisis, but issue oriented.
(28)
GCN Box 188.

PUDLICATIOHS
NEW GAY-OWNED MAGAZINE
AFTA Ma~azine - reviews gay records,
books, t;usinesses. Seeks ads, investors, writers/artists. Sample $2.50,
6-$10.00 BIii Marcinko, 47 Crater,
<27)
Wharton, NJ 07885 ·

HOW GAY IS YOUR LIBRARY?
Pamphlet of tips for non-librarians on
how to get gay materials into libraries,
available from the Gay Task Force of
the American Library Association.
"Censored, Ignored, Overlooked, Too
Expensive? How to Get Gay Materials
into Libraries'; explains library seleclion policies in a general way, and tells
how you can get a library to buy more
gay books & periodicals. Also tells what
to do if library refuses your request;
bk s are some t·,mes k ept w here
w hY gay
& how t o d of th
ha
O
Y u ve t o as k or em;
· 1s t O th e I·b
nate mat ena
I rary. $1 t o Barbara Gittings - GTF, P.O. Box 2383,
Phila., PA 19103. Bkstore & bulk order
discount available. More i nfo: Barbara
(c)
Gittings (215) 382-3222.
FOCUS
Focus: a bi-monthly Journal for
lesbians, $8.00 per year, $1.35 per lndi- .
vipuaJ copy. 1151 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138. Publishes fiction,
poetry, reviews, essays ~ graphics.
Editorial meetings first Monday of
every other month (Apr, June, etc.) at
8pm. Call 259-0063 for Info. We need
writers and production people. A good
"place to learn how to put a magazine
_to~g,_e_th_e....,r_.----,-,------- ------'
G-P,Y SCENE ....: ·The Picture HomophH
'Monthly In 8th Year of Publication.
News From Everywhere; Movement
News; King's Reviews (Stage, Screen,
'Book & T.V.); D.D.'s Best Bets; Lesbian
Life; Articles; Nude Plaything of the
Month; Religious News; Personals; and
More. Send $1 for sample copy, $8.00
for 12 issues (In plain envelope) to
REGIMENT, Box 247, Grand Central
S_t_a~·•_N_Y_C_10_0~1_7_._ _ _ _ _ _ __
Guardian, Independent radical news-·
weekly, covers black, women's, gay
n ts
struggles and liberation moveme_
around - the world. Special offer: stx ·
weeks for $1. Guardian, Dept. GCN, 33
(c)
W. 17 St., NYC, NY 10011.
Before you stop trying to find a lover try
us. Advice, Fantasies, Personals.
Twelve Issues $10, sample $1. You're
Not Alone, P.O. Drawer 8398CH,
(c)
Atlanta, GA 30306

..; ~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~I
GWM 32 wants GWM to service me.
Write Steele Lane, Box 778, Gloucester,
(26)
MA 01930.
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GWM, 28, 6', grn e, It brn h, practicing
attorney-in-fact. Lonely, desire correspondence w/anyone regardless race,
etc. Need someone who cares. Randy
Bullen 138875, MCTC, Rt 3, Box 3333,
(20)
Hagerstown, MD 21740.

I am interested In people who are sincere,gay,29,5'11", 104.FrederickJobe
065345, 67-223, P.O. Box 221, Raiford,
-~
.fJ- 32083.

~I would very much like to write to
sfr~1emnedos~~P-rfga~a~~ :;:J-~~~~/gii~fnagt

l

I am seeking an honest person who is
to come out. Joseph Sims, A-96048, fun-loving, respectable and Intelligent
(5) in hopes of gaining one swell ·comBox 87, Menard, IL 62259.
munication between tnat person and
Yng, effeminate GM 25, Black, 5'7", 110 myself. My name Is Mark D. Smith
seeks unders~andlng, friendship, love. 152_778 , P.O. Box 69 , London, OH
Will ans all. Kenneth Ruff 152-753, P.O. 43140 _
(5)
Box 45699, Lucasvllle, OH 45699.
BM, 20, 175, 6'2", pecan tan, love to
·
Ifft
to
like
179,
5'10",
American,
tin
La
correspond w/all kinds of beautiful peo.
In
boxer
pro
turning
welghts, will be
pie. Two more yrs to do. Home town is
1980. Herman Pridgen 065230, H-108, Pensacola, FL. Will ans all. Terry Sturdi(5) vant 058967 , E- 17 , P.O. Box 221 , Raiford,
P.O. Box 158, Lowell, FL 32663.
(16)
FL32083.
Declared gay, lonely, intelligent, witty,
seeking any and all communication GM, 21,5' 7 ", 145, brn h & e, need somefrom gays who are willing to pass along one to write. Robt Finch 143432, P.O.
(20)
a bit of their time to a deprived gay. Box 45699, Lucasvilie, OH 45699.
Emerson Robert Clayton Jackson
036557, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL 32091. GWM 21. If you are int in forming sine
(5) relationship pis wrile Carl Smallwood
96073 PO Box 97 96073 McAlester
- - - - - - - - - - - - -~
'
'
·
' · ·
29, like reading, writing poems, chess,
(20)
weight lifting. Very sincere, will ans all. OK 74501 ·
I love people. Carl Berry 147-284, P.O. · 1·m a young gu'y who is very interested
(5) In corresponding with someone for
Box 69, London, OH 43140.
friendship, someone who is out 'on the
GWM, 19, brn h, bl e, 5'2", 123. Like streets'. Ny name is Ronnie Sanders,
music, reading, sports. Looking for P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
pleasant relationship to continue after
G T
b
release. Will ans all. Thomas Hodges I am a mem er of the National ay ask
035201, P-1-N-3, P.O. Box 747, Starke, Force and .would like to write to some(5) one who is gay. My name is Donald
FL32091.
Roberts, 371~5, ln~lana State Prison,
I'm black nice lookln 23 rs of a e I Box 41, Michigan City, IN 46360. Also, I
have a friend here who Is also 34. He's
g
g, , Y
.
.
.
vegetarian, healthy, and Id like to write
to someone who's gay black or white straight but cool. His name Is Clyde
Timothy L. Fears 147-784 P.O. Box 57: D~lph and h_is number is 34913. (Box 41,
Michigan City, IN 46360).
'
Marlon OH 43302.
.
'
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Lonely, BM, 25well bit. Seek friendship, 23, BM, It complexion, 5'5", 160, very G~y and shy, _27,:5'7",160, looking for a
nd who will ll_ke m e/~~ ~eB no\;/
companionship, love & happiness. Am lonely and wishing to write someone frie
1 , ox
7
,
poet, philosopher, romantic. Most of all who feels same way. Anthony White body. James White, 7 ·
NY 12929.
Dannemora,
Cooper,
Merle
I'm freak for some good gay loving. 068-506, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL32091.
(17>
(14)
Race, religion no problem. Anyone
write, will ans all. Dewayne Key, P.O. 32 , Bi, WM, 6 , 2 ., 175, blondish red hair. Lonely GWM, 22, brn h, brn e, 5'9", 147.
(10) Interested in astrology, music, reading. Wish to correspond with ol her gays,
Box 747, Starke, FL32091.
. atter. . Roger . Mullaly
Joe Sahr 155-034, P.O. Box 69, London, race doesn't m
(14) 014480, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
.
' Sincere, warmhearted gay seeks friend OH 4314_0 _
(17)
interested in solid, meaningful relationship. Harmonious, sensuous, sexy, Seek sincere corres. 5'10", 158. .lnts: 26, Black, would enjoy honest an d
caring & s·incere write soon. George chess, scuba diving, dancing. Ans all.
d
· d" "d 1 1 ·
1 ·
t
m 1v1 ua s. enJoy rea 'Jackson 041307, W-3-N-7, P.O. Box 747 , Sampson Hodge 052242-20-2107, P.O. ·na ure ovmg
·
d
· ·
·t·
w
rawmg,
smgmg,
mg,
wn
mg,
~
~
~
- - FL32091.
~
-(10) Starke, FL 32091_.
(14) answer all. Richard Smith A-73348, P.O.
Starke,
747,
Box
(18)
20, 6', 150, brn e, h. Into religion, read- 26, BM , attend college, enjoy reading, Box 87, Menard, IL62259.
Ing, writing, camping, meeting serious writing, chess, sex, sports. Earl John- 23 , brn h & e, 6 , 1 ,,, 160. Play guitar, lift
minded people. Edward Engle, P.O. Box son C-72283, P.O. Box 87, Menard, IL weights, fly planes, go sailing. Seek
correspondence with anyone willing to ■
(14) 62259.
1500, Cross City, FL 32628.
(14) write. Will be here for a year. Doug Barri"
26, 5'8", 140 blk h, bl e, Tony Lee
Logsdon 136-620, P.O. Box 45699, 18 , 5' 11 ", blk h, brn e, like fishing, A-054041, P.O. Box 158, F Dorm, Lowell,l'j
(19)g
(11) camping, traveling; very sincere, gd FL32663.
Lucasville,OH4569 9.
59667 , PO
re
f · d t
·
lkng, slim. Earl Sampson
·
car_
o
s
nen
desire
lonely,
am
I
)
(
Box 1500, Cross City, FL 32628
14
spond with. Am sincere, have many inWM, 22, 160, 6 ', gd complexion, would
terests, need "real friends" All letters
like to correspond w/people into music,
reading, etc. Allan L. Parmer 065459. Lonely prisoner, poet, impressionistic promptly answered. Pis send photo, but
151-365,
P.O. Box 158, M.C.I., G-Dorm-522-T, artti~t, lette~in~ sp~ciablis!, writerdby _a~o- not necessary. Leonard Cobb
(11 ) ca 10n, ma1ormg m usiness a minis- P.O. Box 45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
Lowell, FL 32663 _
(19)
tration. Love to correspond w/gay peoSk sincere corres w/public. want to es- pie who are genuine and full of love &
tablish constructive ties, determined to affection. 5 , 9 ., 163, 26 yrs old, Pisces, WM, 20, 6', 175, br h & e, wishes to cor--·
become productive r'nem of soc. Will lovable, Marlon Valery Jones 143125, respond w/gays. Pis enclose stamp.
ans all w/respect. St. James Lattimore, P.O. Box 45699 , Lucasville, OH 45699 _ Lawrence McCormack 48866, L-253,
(19)
(14) P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL32091.
143103, P.O. Box 45699, Lucasville, OH
B
(11)
45699
corresponor
W
want
'9",
5
22,
GBM,
types
all
writing,
reading,
nto
·
19, I
·
Wh't
J
t ·
d t A
I e, Box
no imp. ames NY 12929
en·M ge
BM 5'8", 31, no prei'udices, out in 6 sports & meet·Ing ·Interest·Ing people. 6
· s D
7
3
·
annemora,
t.,
am
,
(19)
mos. Need friendship upon release. Need someone to write. Steve E. Dole
Robt Speth 148-170, P.O. Box 511, 846695, Box 1500, Cross City FL 32628.
(14) Virile~ discreet, sensuous, emotionally
(11)
Columbus, OH 43216.
Intelligent,
harmonious,
5'6", 132, 25, love a ~artety of sports, generous,
Lonely. Donald Scott 039787, P.q. Box 'love to have fun with fun-loving person warm, passionate & perpetually lonely
relationship
meaningful
a
seeks
male
(12) who is not bashful. Joseph Smith D/C
747, Starke, FL32091 .
21, 5'9", 150, bl e, blk h. Like disco, 10 029307 , P.O. Box 158, Lowell, FL - gets out soon - your move. Law(14) rence Brown, 052734, P.O. Box 747,
swimming, movies. Larry Williams 32663 _
(19)
Starke, FL 32091 .
042407, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
s, desperately needs help ·
- WM
. (12) 20 bind h, green e, 5' 11 ", 150, getting G
20
out mid '80, would like to correspond
gays. Soon to be ·
Yng gay seeking correspo nd ence & w·1th ga·ys. Pis enclose stamp w/letter. support of other
d 90 days left Need place to
I
companionship w/other gays. Dennis
· Pl h I D ·d ·
need reply. Cary D. Terry re ease '
M · tt 041227 PO B 747 Starke Only sincere
s e p. av,
' 053430, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL 32091. llve, job. 1 have no one.
'
' · · ox
omse
Box 4000,
P.O.
08619-074,
Palmer
(12)
FL32091.
· (20)
(16) Springfield MO 65802.
.
'
Would care to hear from anyone who
nd
th
25, Black, 200, nice personality.
wi
caresforsomeonew hohasnothlngand Lonely Leo wishes to correspo
nd
no one. Bobby Wortham 147740, P.O. sincere people. Am open-mi ed, hon- correspondence. Paul Jenkins 051541,
ryd
t
(21)1
ay person who P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL32091.
(14) eS , seeking an eve
Box 45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
in my life. Issac GBM 22 seeking correspondence for
can fill this emptiness
Box
p
B
· ·
·
221 67
O
036225
(16) friendship & hopefully a sincere rela26, ~'8", 150. Like da~cing, sports, 1f~r R "f d Fl.32083.
tionship. Clyde Simmons 79C-192, Box
.
' a1 or ,
making love to that special _somebo~y.
(22)1
367, Dannemora, NY 12929.
.
Who? Any_body who can enioy making_ , "
.
.
.
love. Archie Nelson 053915, B-25, P.O. 6 1 , 155, lge Afro, Brn e, native
read,
can
American,
(14) Jamaican dark complexion. Like writ- 23, MexicanH s ed, but well read. Int m
Box 158, Lowell, FL 32663.
SEX' both langs.
.
.
'
.
, ,,
Id
b. w·II
.
II A
22 bind h bl e 5 9 , 155, very lonely mg, poetry, art, music, dancing &
1 st
gay with 'no o~e to write. Tim Cole Gay and_lonely. WIii ans all Immediate- ~ m~ a~~ ~~ JCB~ ;ns ~ ·
(2
, ngo a,
•
amirez
050286, P-2-S-11, P.O. Box 747, Starke, ly. Maurice WIiiiams 040449, P.O. Box
(17)
(14) 747, Starke, FL32091.
.
FL32091.
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